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·DSTRACT

Telecommunications has gone lhrough various stages of development since its
conception in lhc late l 800's. The most current event :ind the basis for this thesis,
IS

the legislnt1on tha1 passed Congress titled the ''Telecommmtications Act of 1996".

It is lhc purpos of this document to research the impact of this legislation to the
user and tht; bw,inesses involved in this industrv.
There were thrc • main areas of focus for this research. The first area of study
pertamcd to the current local and long distance companies in the
lclccommunications industry. The second area related to the users of the
leh:communications products and what impact I.his change could have on them.
And imally, Lhc article addressed how this law would expand competition and bring
in other industries not normally associated wilh telecommunications.
To undertake this challenge, seventy-eight ruticles were obtained relating to
these three categories. f hesc articles were then sorted with the data classified into
the Uuee areas of investigalion. This data \'.as then analyzed lo elimina1e biases thaf
could impact rhc decmion procc~s to either substantiate or refute the hypothesis. IL
was hypothesized that <icrcgulation of the telecommunications industry would not
create opporuinitics for companies to expand into the nat1onaJ long d1stance
business.
Results of the analvsis showed that the competition will be the strongest in the

local access arena, and that this is already taking pince through merg~rs and the
enuy ot bolh utilities and cable lclevtston companies into telecommumcations.

1

These companies already haw a conswner market in a particulat region of the
countrv ;ind plan 1.n expand their product Imes to include telecommun1cauons.
~ lost

of the mergers have been between local access providers merging with other

local access providers 10 conccmrale on 1.hat busines .
Based on the study. the hypothesis was supported that

al

least initiall) !he focus

will be in the local access markets. 1bc existing long distance cornparues will have
to compete with these provid rs in regions but not on a national basis. What can
also be concluded from this research lS that the telecommwricatiom1 act will in fact
(..fCat c

more competition and expand the type of products that will be produced in

this new indusuy.
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Chaplcr I

INTRODUCTION

Evolution of Deregulation

Telecommunications has evolved tremendously since ils conception back in the
late 1800s. 1b c instrument that Alexander Graham Bell displayed as a loy, while

teachu1g the deaf, has 1Nolved into a one Lrillion <lolla1 industry here in the United
Stales. Ever since th.'\l time controversy has existed over the role ol competition
and an1itrust in lc,Lccommunications. Conflict began in the 1890s, when the first
Bell patents expired and competitors entered into the local service exchange

marb.et-plact:. 111c question with competition in tcJecommunicatioos is whether a
company can achieve efficiency through economies of scale and scope. or is
profitabilitv only achieved through inefficient anticompetitive monopoly power.

(NoU 501)
T he history of the telephone goes back to the evening of tv'larch 10. 1876.
~\lexander Graham Bell had devi.sc.:d an instrument U1al allowed people to talk to
each olh1..:r owr copper wire!.. During that evening Bell was working in his
laboratory with hi.<J associate Watson. ll was al that time when Watson heard the
lirst words over the wire. Watson al the receiving end, claimed lha1Bell had spilled
acid and shouted into the lrnnsmitler, ''Mr. Watson, com e here, I want you! " B ell's
recollection, at tbe transmitting end, omitted the acid and remembered the immor tal
words as "Mr. Walson - comti here - I want to see you!". T he patent for this devise
was offered

10

Western Union, the dominant United States telegraph provider, to

develop and deploy this technology. They refused the opporturuty. as lhey were

1

2
developmg lhcir own phoruc device, so BeJI created his own telephone company.

(Hvman o7).
Compcbtton did exist as \\ cstt,;m L ruon. through subsidiancs, tormcd the
Amcnc.m Speaking Telephone ,ompany. This company had patents from some ot
the most presltgious inventors o1 the l'Ime; Gr:t}, J::.d1son1 and Dolbcar.

Negotiations between Bcll 1 elephonc and American Speaking were taking place to
combine the two opcratmns, but ceased in F bruary l 878. Western Union had by

I.hen undercut BcU's prices, and rhe Edison telephone instrument was superior 10
Dell's. 11us compeutive s1tuahon created lhe 1:i.rst anlllrust suit in the
Lelecommunications industry Bell Telephone discovered that Emile Berliner had
file d a caveat for a transmillcr thit1ccn days bclorc .l..!.dison, lured 13erlincr , and then

sued Western

mon for patent mlringemenlS. lnis patent swl extended for twentv

years. l'he o dds, howe\.er seemed lo tavor Western Union. A1bert Bigelow Paine

expl,uns.
The giant expected to cnL'3h the pygmy with a blow. The first rcsull was
quite unexpected; the action of Western Union considered Alexander Bell's
" talking Toy" worth claiming had lhc eficc l of awakening the general public
lo its value. The Williams ~hop, Dell's manufacturer. could not make the
telephones fasl enough to supply the demand. and what was equally
important. aJasl Sanders, Bell's treas urer. could no, gel money last enough
10 pay fo1 them . (69)

Western Union in refusing to market Dell's telephone devise when offered in 1876,
created competition and, as noled by Pame they soon to Lthe compet:11ivc
advantage in lhe market place.

Un Novtrnber 10, 1879, an amtisticc was agree;;d upon between Western Union
and the Bell Telephone Company. Western Union, being wider altacJ... in both the

telegraph and telephone markets, decided to stay out of the local exchange

telephone business. They a knowleJged Uial Bell had created lhe telephone and
sold BcU the Western

nion telephone "'Yslem. The agn:emenl was lhal Ht.II would

pay a twenly perccnl royally on n:vcnucs from Westem's phones to Western Union

and Bell pledged to stay out of telegraphy. Bell eliminated a deadly rival and
acquired 56.000 telephones in fifty-fiw cities. l'he new company was named
American BeU (72).

Up lo this point in lime. mosLusers o1 the telephone were in lhe local exchange
rnru-ket or inter-city users. As the technology improved customers wanted to
~onununicat~ between mon.. dist.ml locations. In 1885, American Telephone &
Telegraph ( \ f &'l) was incorporated as a subsidiary company of American Bell in
order ro handle long-distance calls. For manutac1uring., American Bell bought
control of Western Flcctric in I 881 from Western Union. American Bell now
owm:d the largcsl dt:cLrical 1..qu1pmen1 manufacturer as well as the only Lel~ hone

system in the nited States (73).
Dell's pa1entc, exptred in 1894, allowing tor independent telephone compames co
come into Lhc telecommunications marlet. Several manufacturers began Lo create

and sell Uu;i.t

0M1

tdcphone mstrumcnts. Th.ts caused an ouLbrcaJ... o1 pric<: wars.

lndcp~ndcnts Look six percent o the Lclt..j>hone equipment market in 1894, forty-

three percent in 1900, and fifty-one percent b 1951. The local exchange market

was also ailcctcd wt1h forty-one percent being serviced by Dell, fourteen percent by
indep(,mdents, and forty-five percent had multiple telephone lines from multiple
providers. AT&T had eighty percent of the long distance business in 1907 and was

the predominant player because it surviccd bdtwcen the maj01· popufation areas and
because it would not interconnect with the independents (75).

The Communications Act ot 1934 creaLed the Federal ommunica11ons
Commission (FCC) which took over regulation of the telephone mdustry's interstate

and orcign business. The F 'C had power to ordc.,-r interconnections between
caniers, set prices, and prescribe accounting procedures. As stated m Section 1 ot
TitJe I ol the Comrnunicat10ns Act, "To make available, ·o lar as possible, to all
the people of the United S~1tcs, a rapt(~ clfic1cnt. Nationwide, and worldwide wire
and radio communications service with adequate facilities Jt reasonable charges."
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What Ulis law enacted was a separate foderal agency lo provide jurisdiction ove1
int~n.talc .md fin eign Leh;communications. Regu.lalioo wiUlin lhe slate was
controlled hy the Publfo Utilities Commii.sion (Auw 97).

The F C in a ruling in 1949, divided the marker between wtrcline
(telephone) and non-wireline radio common carriers. This came about when
mohile radin "arriers began lo inLcrconnecl th.eir radio signals to the telephone

m:twork. Mobile rad,o came into existcnc in the 1920s and was able to handle
one-way transmission comrnunicallon. "J wo-way opcratton c.1mc about in 1932
and in 1940 New York Tclcµhon interconnected the mobile radio to the telephone
m:two1k Lo validak l:.Ompattbilit,v. As more mobil1. radio carriers came into play.
the Bell !>-ystem began refusing to interconnect them. This meant lb.at mobile
cu.-.1omers were limited on the distance they could communicate. They we;;re not

allowed to call directly from their mobile phone to an ordinary wired telephone to
make long-distance calls. An intenncdiary system would haw to be pul into place
to rel:.ly the message. In 1961, this was ch anged when AT&T and Lhe radio carriers

made an agrccml)nl Lo intc1connect, if the radio carriers became st.ate-certified
(Hyman 121).
Another umovatlon that changed telcphon was satellite tech11ology 11 was
discovered that international communications could be established by bouncing
radio signals off of satellites. Congress, in 1962. pnssud tht: Commuoicntions

atellitc Act, which made ommunications Satellite C'ofl). (COMSAT) the c;ole
agent for lhe Unite<l States in an inLt;fnationaJ communicaiions satellit~ consortiwn.
COMSAT shareholders were held by the public and by common carriers, although
the carriers subscquenlly sold their stock. In 1972, lhe FCC opcnu.l up domestic
satellite transmission to the competition (125).

In J963, Microwave Commumcations, inc. (later known as MCD filed with lhe
FCC. seclJng permission to build a pri, .u~~line microwave system between Chicago
and SL Louis. The case dragged on until 1969, when the FCC decided in RE:

s
,\pplications of Mforowave Communications, Inc., lhat Mer~offering would be
beneficial to users who did not need the expr.msivc, filU-timc olforings of the
established carriers. This market niche of ofl:ering time :tllocatcd service mstead ot
dedicated service created opportunities tor compention witl1in telecommunications
(Martfo 32).
The first step toward deregulating the Le]ewmmumcalions induslry occuJTed in
t 96~ when the Supreme Court ruled on the Carter Telephone. This dccibion

permitted any private company to access non-regulated long distance lines as lung
as ii <lid not compromise telephone service on any level, from local. telephone
companies to long distanr.:e interconnections. The F C ruling, "Matter of Use oJ

the Carterphone Devise in Message ToU Service", struck down AT&T's entire larifT
on foreign atuichments and reasserted that AT&T must show that an attachment
will cause harm before it can he prohibited. Th.is went agajnsl the long held

standmg o1 nol bcmg ablt; to interconnect devises of any sort to Lhe Bell telephone

systc.-m and reselling of that service (Johnston 24).
Another ruling by the FCC which further opened the <loo, to competition was in
1971, when il decided in favor oi spcctahzcd common carriers. SpeciaJized
common caniers (SCC) were companies that could establish dedicated private line
networks for busjnesscs. The problem that occu1Te 1 was that once these earners
got thcu· phys1caJ plant in place Lh~y rcalizt:d

lb;1L lhe

margins were not good

en ough lo prosper. \Vhat these caJricrs did then W:IB tu extend into the ~witched
voice business. The rulmgs by the F

, were so vague and there was so much

litigation occurring because of this decjsion, that competition to AT&T took
advantage of the situation. In t 977, AT&T ~bairnl.an, John deBuLts told the Senate
subcommittee that in his view:
the very diversity of application that the FCC sought in its Specialized
Common arrier decision ... lies not in a diversity of suppliers but in the
common LL~er switched network and the new potentialities with which
tcchnulugy jw;t now being introduced will endow it. Wbat Hus
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longcr-tcm1 perspective says to me is that ii is important lo eschew
so!Ufious that, pl.tusihle as they might appear al the moment., would al
the same llmc foreclose opportunity that new technology might afford :in
the future. (Auw 152)
This was futthcr outlined by AT&T Chairman, Charles L Brown, in testimony
bet ore the same Senate subcommittee that ruled on the bit~ two yean; after the
decision:
J ooking ahead, I am concerned that ... fragmentation ... would represent
an obstacle to engineering lh~ "intelligent network" of tomorrow. How
"int~1Jig1mce" will be distribut~<l among lhe terminals, switching nodes and
transmission paths ot the network we can't cun-cntly predict. Il would bt.,
regrettable if arbitrary corporate boundaries preclude our doing so in an
optimum way. ( 152)

·n1c fear was 1ha1 as more earners hegan to otter switched products to busmesscs
that consistency in tl1e product lines would not cXJst. This would steer away 1.rorn

Lhe common concept ol "umvcrsal scrv1cc''. in providing service to the m~jority.
Competitors might provide certain customers specific services to meet lbc:ir
objecLives and gain access into the market ( l 52).

AT&T, in J978, fiJed the hxchange Network FaciliLies Interstate Acee ·s
(ENFTA) wilh the fCC. which would eventually estt1blish lhe connection rules and

tariff.<; !01 the SCC's, on how the SCC would pay for their use of locaJ access. The
FCC in essence ruled that the SCC's had an acc1..~s anangemtmt to reach the local
network lhal was inferior to AT&T's, so that they would be required to pay less for
use ol the local network Uum AT&T did. Tbisjudgmenl reinforced the prcvtous
decision creating the settlement formula for independents. That discount accounted
for a large parl of lht: lower cxpcrIB1.:i; thal made it poi;sihlta to undt:rcut AT&T

prices m,1kmg ii profitable to go into the long-distance business (Byman 149).
The Department of Justice in settling a long standing anutrusl <.,ase against
AT&T, ruled that the local t:xchange carrier companies were to be split from the
mother company. The ruling rutted Januaty 8, 1982, stipulated the following, 1.)
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c\T& r would keep Western Union, l ong I incs. Bell Telephone I aborntorics,

tenninal cqwpmcnt,

ellow Pages, and all related to intcrexchange service. 2.)

AT&T would divest 1L<ieU oJ all fully owned Dell Telephone companies. 3 )
AT& T could enter any business, but ii could nol buy stock or assets of n local Bell
operating company. 4.) The Regional Bell operating companies (RBOC's) could
provide only n;guk1tcd naturaJ monopoly local exchange Stit'Vice. 5.) ·n1e RBOCs

had to assure that all intcrcxctrnnge carriers would have the Stlmc access to the local
network as did AT&T. This divestiture created a new strucrurc in the
lelecommumcatfons industry. produ ing AT&T Long-Dist:mcc and seven RBOCs
of equal size (Martin 28).
.ludge Greene. on A.ugt1sl 24, 1982, issued the Modification o1 Final Judgment
(tvff.T). which undc1wenl additional fine tuning as more problems Wlirc discovered.
The MFJ followed the line of the January agreement excepl that the RBOCs
rciajncd the Yel1ow Pages and could engage in unn:gulared operations such as
cellular mohile radm. sale of cuslomer prcmi<:c equipment and other activities
specjfically approved hy the coui ts. One thing rcstaced was Lhal they could not
manufacture lelecommunicalion equipment. Later, Judge Greene gave the RBOCs
a significanl markeLi.ng presence hy restricting the use of the BeU trademark 10 Lhc

Rl30Cs. With the exception of the name BeUin Bel1 Telephone Laboratories,
AT&T was stripped of its heritage (27)
passage from a 1982 FCC staff report conjures the significance of lhe MF.I.
l\,101c

particularly 1t adtln:ss1.s l111. 4ucs1Jon ai, lo when as a consequence of it

AT&T might be ripe for deregulation, upon which happy days its management
rmght lhcreaher spend the time 1t currently devolcs to regulatory matters exploring

and exploiting new market opport11nitie.,:;. Here is the staffs view of what conceptually - I.he MFJ does and what it means:

Gcnericallv, AT&T will be lransfonncd into an MCI. The question that
the Commission and C'ongrcsft wtll confront in the months and ycnrs ahead
will revolve around lhc cxlcnl to which pul>lic policy sho uld treat AT&T like

8
an MCI. (Auw 80)

'That turning AT&T into an "MCI" might be an appropriate objective of public
pohcy ic; a notion tha1 not only emplo ccs of AT&T might find distinctly odd. De
that as it may, it goes a long way to expJain the F ~c•s decade-long disposition to
open lelccommunications markets to competition while constraining /\1 &T's
response to Utcm. In pres1..:nt context, however, it suggests that the "freedom" to
wtuch AT&T aspires may come only al lhi:: cosl of its becoming indistinguishable
from its competitors (RO).
Today's Key Players in the Telephone lndwitry

Tudge Urct.-nc's decisions would change lhe tel~communications industry and
break up the monopoly held hy AT&T in the local exchange and long Jistant,e
markets. Becall',C of thal dct,ision. today lht--rc are tl11ct, key long distance players
in the telt:communications industry. These include, AT&T, MCI, and Sprint. rn
lh1., local exchange market place it is dominate<l hy seven Regional BelJ 1Iolding
Company's (RBO s) and one indcpcndcnt carrfor GTE. The seven RBOCs are

Ameritech, Bell Atlantic, BcllSoulh, New York Tulephone, SBC Communications,

Inc.., U.S. Wc:;l. ,1mJ Pacific T elesis. There are many other companies in this
industry hut these are Liu: dominanl plavers and bear the most influence on the
l~~ lal..iun (!vlarlin 27).
AT&T was incorporated in 1885 and was the holding companv lor Bell
Telephone System. Bell laboratories, and Western Elt1ctric. fhc company was
diverailied into Long Distance telephone services, manufacturers of computers,
financiers of leased equipment., as well as providing credit and calling cards. It
stmcturcd itself into five main divisions. AT&T Communications was lhe largest
organization or division. 11tls handled bolh intra and interstate long-distance;:

tefocommunicalions services. Another division, AT&T Information Systems
p1 ovi<lcd computer ,UlJ cuslomcr pn;misc cqwprmml. 111is organization leased out

<)

ldccommunicatioos ~quipmcnl lo the long-distance subscribers. AT&T
Technologies com:1iNtcd of the old Wc.;i;~m Union manufacturer. It manulacturcd

and sold vanous types of ldcu>mmunications cqujpment. The largest customers lo
this djvision buing the R.DOCs. The AT&T lnlemational division negoliatedjoint
ventures w1Lh othc1 intt,mational providers lo establish its prc.:scnc ' in those
countries Finally J\ 1 &T Bell Laboratories was the research group for the
c1Jmpany. This company became and cunently is the largest tclccommwucattons
prov,der m the world (A'l & J 16 ).
MCI -·ommwucations Corporation W3s inC01l)Onlted in 1968. This is lhe

larg(!st compclilor of long distance surviccs in the United Stales Lo A1 & f . fhc
compan. is "et up with the following divisions: Data Suviccs, Elcctromc Mail,
lnfonnation Resources, l\lC'I DUbincss Services, Mid-Atlantic, Consumer Markets,
and Intemalionat.. '[bis is an exb·aordinarily aggressive company that has created
mulllpJc ruche m.1rkcts in order lo survive m Lhe lclccomrnunications industry. I L
was through MCls ~fforls that the divestiture of AT&T from the RBOCs

oc<.urrcd Tlus company nuw olkrs product-fur-product Lhc same ai; AT&T (MCI
10).

Sp1int Corporation was fou nded in 1938. Subsidiaries of this company include:
C'arnlina Telephone an d Telegraph Co., CenteJ Capital Corp. CcnteJ Corp., Centel

telephone Co., Central Telephone Co., !)prim Publishing and Advertising Inc.,
Sprint TclcMedia, U nited Teh.:pbonc of Minnesota, Centel-Virginia, North Supply,
United Management Co.• United Telephone. United Telephone-Florida. I clenet
Communications Corp., UCOM Inc .. l 1.S. Telecom Inc., United Information

SCJViccs lnc. U nited Inter-Moun tain J clcphonc Co.,

nitcd Teleph one 'ompany

o1 Indiana Inc., United telephone C ompany of Kansas, U nited Telephone

Company of Missouri, U nited Telephone Company of Ohio. United Telephone
C'ompanv ot Pennsylvania lnc., Uni led Tdephone of South Central Kansas, U nited
I elephone 01 Texas United Telephone o the N on hwest, United I elephone of tbe

West, United Telephone of lhe Carolina's, UniLed Telephone System, United

J eJephonc-8outh1.:as1 Inc., and Utelcom Inc. As tlus indicates, Spnnt acqwred

mnny Independeni telephone companies to create hoth its long-distance and local
access telephone networks. Until I.he Telecommunications Act of 1996. th~sc
companies were separated hy Tariffs and could not be marketed as one company
(Moody's J2 1 ).
The first of the seven RBOCs is Ametican lnformalion Technologies
orporation, c.ommonly known as

mentcch. This company is made up of

meritech C... 'ommunicalions, Ametilech Credi!. Ameritech D evelopment,
l\m~ritcch Mobile Communications, Ametitech Publishing and Applied Data
Research. Ameritech provided local access services to the five mid-western states

oi lllinois, lndtana. Michjgan, C>hio and W1sconsm. It's subsidiary, Ameritech
Cnmmumcations, provides telec.ommunicauons equipment 10 Ameritech

subscribers. The credit divu,ion olicrb finam,i.ng to subsi..ribcrs who lcllhe 01
purchase equipment from Ameritech Communications. One of the fastest growing
busmcsses t or Ameritech is in the cellular mobile commumcations industry. IL was
allowed 10 market cellular producls outside of the five states 1l se1ves through
Ameritech

ommunicatioru.. Amcrik,ch Publishing provide:, lhc telephone

directories for the five state region.q. T bc dcve)opmcnl organization invests in new
companies and joint ventures, which develop new product to be tfoploycd aml

marketed by the vaiious divisions. Applied Data Research is the computer
information organization 101 Am1.;111~h. It pt ovHlc::. the wonnauon systems \.Ui\;d
hy the other organizations (Ameritech 4-S).
Dell Atlantic Corporation is the next RBO • to be outlined. This compan
services sewn mid-Atlantic states. Nmncly, New Jersey, Pen nsylvania, Dclawan;,
Maryland, Washington, D.C., West Virguua. and Virgima. This area is the most
densely populated area in the Untled Stat.es. Organizations making up this

company include Bell Atlantic Business Systems Inc., Bell Atlantic Corp. l'TS-
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MiJwaukce Division, Financial Services Inc International Inc., Bdl Atlantic
Mobile, Network Integraliun Inc., So!twan.; Systems Inc., Systems lnlcgralcd
Corp., TriC'on Leasing Corp.. Delaware Inc., Maryland Inc., New Jersey Inc.,
Penruiylvani, Inc.• Virginia lnc., Washington D.C. Inc., West Virginia Inc .. Bt..U
Communications Research Inc., Reio Broadcasting Corp., Pacific Atlantic Systems
Leasing Inc., and Vision Energy Inc. (Moody's 14).
BellSouth Corporation coven:; nine southern states which arc Alabama,
Georgia, Florida. Kenrucky, Lou1s1ana, Mississippi, No1·1h 'arolina. Soulh
Carolina, and Tennessee. The company subsidiaries are American Cellular
Communications orp., Advanced Nc.:tworks, Advertising and Publications Corp.,
Business Systems lnc., Communication Systems lnc., Enterprises lnc., Information
Systems Inc., lntclligenl Media Ventures !nc., Personal Communications Inc.,
Products Inc.. Telecommunications Inc., and Data ·erv Inc. This company extends
across soml! of tht: fastest growing regions in tht: country (BellSouth 47).
NYNE). Corporat:Jon has moRt ot its prohts trom service m the b1ate of New
\ ork. Other areas tbat ii covers arc, a portion of Connecticut, Maine,

Ma ·sachuscus, ermonl, Rhode Island, and New l lampshire. It has seven
unregulated subsidiaries; NYNEX Business lnfon nalton Systems, NYNh.X
Busine s Centers, NYNTL, lnfonnation Resources Company, NYNEX Material

Enterprises, NYNEX Mobile Communications Company, NYNEX Credit
Company, and NYNEX Dcvclopmenl Company. This has always been a very

conservalJve company and has not expanded much SJnce divesllturl.! (Nloody's 72).
Pacific 'Jclesis Group serves the States of California and Nevada. Subsidiari1.:s
of the company include Nevada Bell, PacTel Properties, and Pacific Dell. At the
time of divestiture, Pacific Telesis Group had the highesl debt ratio and lowest pretax

imerest coverage among the RDOCs. lne company services telephone

communications, high-speed digit.al transmission wilh voice m:til and network

access to toU long-tlistarn.;c (Moo<ly'i. 90).
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~BC Communications Inc., lormaUy known as Southwestern Bell Telephone,
S'-'IVCS

the !.ii.ates ot Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas. It has

diverstfied with lhe following subsidiaries: Associated Directory Services, Inc.,
Cable fV Arliuglon. <. able TV t\lontgomcry, CelJular One of Chicago, Metto
Media Pngmg Service, Southwestern Bell Capitol Corp., Southwestern Bell M obile
Systems lnc., Southwestern BeU Publications [nc., Southwestern Bell Technology

l~cc::ourccs, and Southwestern Bell Telecommunications fnc. (Sl3C 5).

The last of Lhc seven RBO s is U.S. West Inc. U.S. WcsL. which has the
tar e t land mass. serves Ari,ona. Colorado, Idaho. Montana, New Mexico. ULah,
Wyoming, Iowa, Minne!:lot:1, N ebraska, North and South Dakoui, Oregon, and
Washington State. Subsidiaries include Business Rcsourc1.:s Inc., Capitol Corp ,

:ommunications Group Jnc., U.S. West Diversified.. tJ S West-DR.I Credit Card
Ventures, IntcmauonaJ I lolding$ Inc., International and Bu.qincss Dcwlopmcnt
Group Inc., Nlarkc ting Resources Group Inc., Multimedia Communicalions Group
lnc., and Ncw\'ccto1 Group Inc. Whifo it covers forty percent of lhe continental
United States m land mass, this area is prcuy spa.rse in population (Moody's 141 ).

There wen:. many indcpl.'tldcnl compa11ies that came into being over the history

nr lelecommunicalions. 1111., two most <lominanl were Uniled Telephone and GTE
Corporation. Both of lhesc were purchased or merged

wit}1

GTE Corporntion was fom,cd February 25, 1935 as

Sptint.

cncral Telephone

Corporation. Through various acquisitions and mergers GTE developed a presence

in lhirty-<>m: states in the United States and has a presence in Canada, the
Dominican Republil., .md the northern Mariana Islands .in the Pacific Ocean.

Subsidiaries include ' ontel Cellular Inc., Contel Corp., GTE Airfone Inc.. GTE
Ousiness Phone Systems, GTE California Inc., GTE Interactive Media,

1ovemmen1 Systems Group, Discovery Publications Inc., Education Services lnc ..
GTE Florida Inc., Government Systems Corp., GTE Hawaiian Telephone

Company Inc., lmageSpan, lnfotmation Services Inc., lntemational Inc.,
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lnvestmenl Management Corp., Laboratorfos Inc., l'vlarketing Sl;lrvtces, GTE
Mohilt: onuuunications 1nc., Mobilnct Inc., GTE New Hampshire, GTE New
York, GTE North Inc., G'IT~ No1ihwcst lnc., Pree1sion Materials, Rct1jJ
In1ormauon Services,

crn, Soulh lnc.,

G'l E Southwest lnc., 8 paccnct ~orp.,

Telecom Inc .. Telecom Marketing orp.,

o·rn Telephone Operations 1nc.,

Testmark Lahoratorfos, Vantage Solutions, GTE Vi1 ginia Division, GTE of

Mii-souri, and GTE C'orporation. The compnny's siJrvice are as varied, comprised
of metropolitan and rural markets, scrvtcing h igh growth as well as mature states

(Moody's 62).
The 1996 Telecommunications Acl
T he Telecommunications Rcfonn Act of 1996, the wide-ranging legislation

passed by ongress and signed by Presiden1 linton in Pebruarv, wtll go down m
h1Story as the death knell of an archaic, palemali~tic local telephone system--a
sys1em whose monopolistic approach to service delivery fm;tered inefficiencies and
qtiflcd technological advancement in ways that could not survive innovntive
le~hnologic:11 developmenL'l and marketplace realities (I Iollan<l 36). This reform
came aller years of deliberation and is the firs t comprehensive rewrite o1 lhe law

sinct: "The Communications Acl of 1934".

The new law confer.. its blessing on several kinds of compt:tition lhe old laws
ha11nc.: J . Local phone.: service 1s open lo aJJ comers, even long-dis tance providers.

ln return tor opening their local markets le> competition, the seven regional. R.BOCs
"au ~nlcr the Jong-distance business. Telephone uompanjes may enter the cable

bu.Qincss, too, and there can be cross-ownership o1 loca1 phone and cable-TV

e1viccs. A smglc company may now own ·1V stations that reach thirty-five
percent of the LI S. population (up from twenty-five percent), and caps on radfo~latiou owmm:hip haw also hc.:cn relaxed (Schiffie~ 26). Under Lhe 1edera1 law, lhe
RBOCs m ust !el competitors build their own local networks and gain access lo the
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precious "last mile," the connec.Lion th:11 reaches into the hom1:. The Dell
companies can go into long-distance but only alter satis.tying various conditions.
Another ch.mge in lh1.: law js that lht. Bell companies can now manufacture

equipmcnl for the firsL time. Before this change they would buy equipment and put
theJr label onto it. The Bells can now offer cable television over their phone Jines,

and cable operarors can ofl'er telephone service over their cable wires. Longdistance companies can oifcr television, local and long distance services (Gafav..1
.38).

Conformity to th1: act requires that the local access and long distance providers
mec::I spe~ilic objectives. Th~ checklist for locaJ carriers include:
"" Offer noncfucriminatory access to network elements.
" O fter nondiscriminatory access to poles, conduits and right of way.
_., Provide 91 1 and E911 access on nondiscriminatory terms.

"' Include white pages directory listings lor customers 01 new entrants.
"' Offer no11d1scriminatory access to databases and signaling necessary for c:tlJ
muting.
• Provide interim number portabilitJ untiJ pennanent number portability is

available.
• Offer nondiscriminatory access to telephone numbers.

"' --omply with numbering adminis1ration plan.
"' Offer reciprocal compensation.
+ Offer whol~safo discounts for sale.

The check list tor long-distance entry includes:

"' RBOCs are permitted to immediately u1Ic1 interLATA services that 01iginate
outside of lhcir respective regions.
Ii<

A Bell company can

oner in-region intcrLATA service once it has at least one

facilities-based competitor for both business and reside ntial services. The FCC

makes the final decision basi.:d on a public interest standard. in consultation wilh

the Department of Justice.

"' B1JII cumpani(;.S must provid1. inlerLATA services Lhrough a separate subsidiary
for at least three years.
• Until a Bell company is amhonzed to provide incerLA I'A services, or until lhirrysix months have passed. competitors who serve more than five percent of U1e
nation's access lines may not jointly market the RBO

'i,

local service with their

own (McCarthy, Tek:os Charge Furward 8).

President Clfoton's Act will change the telecommunications induslry in ways

unknown currently. Alan Burges . managing partner of Andersen Consulting
communications indusLry group, says il will be much like when lbe long-distance
market opened up to competition. "Back in 1984, competition was focused on
p1ice. So lhc issue of the day was cutting i.:osts to attract business, '' ht.- explains.
"Then companies started lo bundJc products and services, at fir.:it
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ihe big-

business customers, and finally lhe residential consumer got the discounl and the
package deals'' (Galar, .., 39). Who stands to benefit from these changes, the future
only knows.

Statement ofPwpose
Throughout lhe history of telecommunicalions stale and fodcraJ regulators haw
intervened for th~ rights of the consurn1.:1. Jn urdC1 to prnvidc u i,;ervice, that could
he utilized

by all Ameticans, subsidies were created. ·nus was noc difiicult to

perform when there was a predominant earner who had a monopoly of the market.
As more compelition came into the market., subs.tdii.ation became more

complicated. The government again had to inturjcct an opinion to insure that a fau
environment i;:xislcd to all competitors.
Telecommunicauons is not lhe only industry that faced government regulation.
Defore lelecom, U.S. airlines, banks, inlcn;tate trucking companies, and natural ga1:1
pipeline companies all woke from a :sleepy state lo find their safo worlds
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deregulated and turned upside down . All of these entities went through the
c-0nfus10n and change created by <lcn:gulatiun. l hc concept of deregulation, and
for that matlcr regulation, has caused controversy for generauons (K.jm, Telecom

Dercgulauon 46).
T ltc purpose of thi research is to idenLHy which enti ties will b e impacted hy the

changes in the Jaw. Who slands to gain and who stand,:; to lose h·om these,; changes.

Specifically, has deregulating lhc telecommurucations industry achieved the goals
established by the regulators <luring the deregulation prnccss?

Chapter Il
IlTERATURE REVIEW

ariITs and P

The first maJor challenge that regulators face in implcmcnring Lhe
Telecommunicalions Act of 1996, is with Lhc intcrprcuilion and deployment of
subsidiled costs. Subsidm;d charges were crcaled to distribute the cost of
lck.:com.munications in such a way that all consumers could afford basic telephone
·ervicc. As slated in 5ecnon I of t11e Communications :\cl ot 1934; '' ... to make
available, so far as possible, to all lhc people of thl. United States a rapid, efficient.
ation-wiJe. and \\lorJd-w1dc wire and radio communication service with adequate
facilities at reasonable cost .. ". This concept, caUed "Universal Service", was the
guideline that local and long distance providers had to maintain when outluung lheu·
business strategics. The Communications Act of 1996 will change how these
servi1;cs are to be priced and maintained (Auw 48 ).
To pursue tht.: public policy goal of universal !lervice, regulators approved ralc
structures in which access to the network. particuJarly tor residential consumers.
was priced far below their cost so lhat residents could be connected regardless ol
their income. For the telephone companies to recover all the costs of proVlding
basic residence lclcphonc service. including a reasonabh. return lo their
shareholders' inwstrmmts, it bl.lcame necessary to price many discretionary s~ces
above lhcir costs, in many cases by a substanllal margm. What the new legislation
has done is change lhc relationship of competition in the local access and Jong
distance market place. These changes will ailccl how lhc old systc.:m of allocating
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costs, or subsidies, can be utilized. This also raises concern with the idea of
"universal service" and how cost containment will be handled as the defined lines
created by regulation gets dismantled (Anderson 22).
Ilistorically, the financing of universal service has been supported by several
mechanisms, the most popular are the subsidies from long distance toJJ services
dispensed rhrough 1J1e local exchange earners (LE s). How this works is that a
subsidy, or charge, was created to compen ale the local access provider for cost
associated with interconnection from the consumer to the long distance toll service.
Toll seJV.ice was created as a result of the 1984 divestiture of AT& T. This service
maintains that Ute LECs could carry traffic across what is know as a LATA. A
LATA, or Local Access and Transport Area, is defined as a geographic31 area in

which the LE can legaJly carry local and long distance telephone calls. It was
necessary to create these baniers to regulate what would constitute a local or a
long-distance charge. LocaJ access providers cannol cross LATAs (interLATA)
:md long distance providers can nol provide service within the;: same LATA
(inb·aLATA). LATAs were dcvcJoped based on the Census Department's
Standards Metropolitan StatisticaJ Areas and bare no relationship to area cocles or
stale Uncs. These were devised to service common social and economic segments.
The costs associated with calls either generated in and/or carried across these areas

are called LOU charges. This additional cost, added on-top of lh1.: long distanc1.:
charges, increased I.he price of long distance service to the consumer. (Martin

-B3).
A way Uiat subsidies are financed is through toll calls made wilhin the LEC
service area. These are c~1lls that do not go through a long distance provider and
are caJled intraLATA calls. 1 'hc bulk of these access and toll revenues come from
bu iness consumers. WiUtin the revenue structw·e for these toll calls, the business
consumers pay higher rates so that residential consumers can pay less. The

hm1inc8s consumer is about twenty percent of lhe business lo the LEC but provide
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eighty percent of the local exch:mge company's revenues. Neel's Association,
which represtints local telephone companies, estimated that in 1993 twenty billion
dollars in profits from access charges and toll calls were shifted each year to
suppon local phone service. Thal amount., which is disputed in many quarters,
li-anslates into a subsidy o.f about twelve dollars per monthly phone bill for business
consumers (Healey 1917).
With the AT&T divestiture, in 1984, came the introduction of cost-based access
ervices and the concepl of compelilive LOJJ rates. TI1ese concepts changed how
subsidies were to be collected. 'Die new system included va1ious funds ( e.g., the
Universal Service Fund) and programs (Lifeline Assistance fund), that were
.financed by direct canicr assessments and targeted al specific o~jectives-e.g.,
ensuring that rates for local service in high-cost areas were priced as closely as

possible lo the rates in average areas, ,md that, as nearly as possible, every
household could afford basic, minimal service. 11 was important when developing
tht:se i:ienrices, thal these changes not dcviaLe from the idea of universal se1vice and
that the pricing o! basic telephone service nol become excessive for an individua]
household (Toth, The New Acl 24).
How revenues were lo be obtained for some of lhese programs, was based on
Lhe concept of loll-rate averaging. Dti8 was done by dispersing the costs of all
services through averaging of boch rural and residential areas. Phom: companies
were encouraged to charge the same amoun1 for calls of equal distance, regardless
of the di1ference in costs. The companies end up charging an average rate for each
distance, which brings down the cost of I.oil calls in rural areas al the expense of
calls in densely populated ones (llealey 1917). 'This concept is not supported in aU
arecU1 or by aUlocal access providers, as stated below.
Federal Communications Commission chief industJy anal st Peyton Wynns
states, ''Most states believe thal service should be more expensive in big cities,"
becam:e rcsidenls U1ere an reach more p~ople for the flal fee that most pay for all
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local calls. Then there arc n few stales, like Illinois, that keep rural rates higher to
rctlecl lhc grcalt:r cost of stringing lines long distances. ReguJntors in New York
allow NYNEX lo charge consumers for every local call they make in New York

City (except for the borough of Staten Island, whi.ch wants Lo secede anyway). In
Calilomfa, for example, prices for local setvice have been kept :u·lificially low, and
are subsidized by toll calls, which arc middle-distance calJs typically between a city
and its suburbs (Kupfer, "They Want to be Your Phone Company" 145).

However, U,e local phone companies contended that even with subsidies they
were losing money on home phones because the lines are longer, farther apart and
less heavily used Lhan business phones. "We believe universal service needs to be
maintained," says US West ommunications vice president Mark Stromberg. US
West wants rcgulntors to set 0 compcLitive zones" that cordon off the higher-pro.fit.,

higher-densjly areas from Jess profitable rural areas that new companies arc slow to
enter (Fahys OI J 50270).

The gap l,e;;twcen rales and cost i.s especially large in rw·al areas. Because of thls
disparity tJ,e FCC created a Universal Sctvice Fund in 1986 to help support local
telephone companies thal have costs well above the national average -- generally,
small companies in rural areas. The fund collects ahout $725 million eacb year
f:i'om long-distance companies, which collect the money, in tum, from each ot their
consumers. It is cstim.ilcd that Joe.a~ lol~ and regional calls provide about forty-five
percent of U,e total subsidies necessary to maintain residential access rates below

co 'I (I lealcy 1916). Th~ FC established the National Exchange Carriers
ssocinlion (NEC' •\) in Docket 78-72 to handle the issue of managing this fund.

NE A would file, bill, and collect interstate access tariff revenues, distribute the
revenue among ils exchange canier members and administer the Universal
Service Fund and revenue pools for member exch_ange carriers (Johnston 26).
What all this identified was that th~ old pricing struct11re was an inefficient

system of allocating cost. The price of basic local telephone service was kept
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artificially low, supported by a complex web of mandated subsidies, including: 1.)
revenues from artificially inflated Jong-distance prices, 2.) allocations between
classes of conswners (e.g., trom business to residential), and 3.) geographical rate
averag:mg (e.g., high-density urban areas to low-density rural). This system
dt.monstrates that indiscriminate subsidies preven ts economjcally efficient
competition by shifting costs from a price-resisra:nt locaJ access service to priceo;;ensitive Ion distance service. The pricing system was developed before

competition was of concern and was to provide reasonable priced l'clephone service
to l'he consumer (Makarcwic;,. 26).
Whal was also discovered was lhal the majority of lhc costs were being

recovered from the interexchange caniers (LXC) or the long-distance providers.
The I.XC's would pay access charges to the local exchange carriers for the use of
the local access to the consumer. This WM not based on usage but access only.
The resuJt.ing cross-subsjdy was mandated m a near-monopoly environment to keep
local rates as inexpensive as possible, thereby encouragu1g universal telephone
service. In o the1 words, consumers, regardlel:ls of need, pay artificially low locaJ
rates at the expense of, among other things, artificiaUy high interstate toll rates (27).
As slated by Pcler Pitsch a Washington D.C. telecom consultant ;

'ost-bai;ed pricing is going to be manda1ory if lhe carriers arc to be truly
compe1itive, and what will free them from this regulation is the;: revolution in
lc\.,hnologics. Anulhc, good lhiug about the 1996 bill - and remcmber, I do
not like regulallon -- is lhat the entrv banicrs to telecommunicalions lhat used
lo exist are now out. Oponing the market process will create a dynamic that
will drive change way beyond Lhc l·CC's abilitv to control and shape it.
(Srodcs 48)

In doing this, it is hoped that the cost wilJ be: dispersed cquaUy to anyone tmlering
into the long distance and locaJ access telecommunications market.
In the mid-1980s, l'o coffecl some of the inefficiency in customer-access p1icing,
the FCC implemented and gradually increased the foderal subscriber line charge
($LC), a flat-rate monthly fodernJ charge collected from all end users. The SLC
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recovers a portion of the mlerstate nonlraffic - sensitive costs of accessing the
telephone network (i.e., cost of loop facilities from the LE 's wire center to the
consumers1 premises). Thus, lhe SLC shi.fu; recovery for the consumer access from
I.he IX s to lhe end user. P hase-in of the lederal SL directly reduced LE
interLATA access charges, specifically the carrier common-line charge
(Makarewicz 28).
Before being implemented there was concern that the SLC would cause
residential consumers to not subscribe to telephone se;;rvicc. This created anxiety
for Lhe regulators who pushed ongress into establishing a cap on the charges.

These foars proved un.fow1ded as telephone services rose from ninety-one percenl
to ninety-three p~rcent between 1984 (when the SLC began) to 1989 (when i1 was
capped). This also demonstrated what economic estimates predicted with the p1i ce
of basic local service exerting little influence over the consumer' decision to buy or

retain the ·ervice. TI,e prfoe elasticity of demand for local service was extremely
small. At the same time, however, the unit price of i:nterLAT A long-distance
greatly influenced tltt: dc,maml. Consequt:ntly, the toll-to-local subsidy begets .losses
in e11ic1ency in the billions oJ dollars. Existing subsidi.es "also create a pattern of
subsidization lhal does not consistently promote universal service or equitable
pricing." The web of interservice subsidjes was once substantial. Today, however,
to no one's surprise, the subsidy-laden margins in LEC prices for local access
( together with advancements in technology and regulalory sanctions) have attracted

significanl competition, threatening lhe source of the universal service subsidy (27).

With competition, the old subsidy-based rate s1n1ctw·e will no longer work. As
rcguk,tory and economic barriers in entering the telecommunications market
continue lo be lowered or removed altogethur, companies looking to compete with
the telephone company naturally targel low provider cosl, high-priced services such

as toll calling thal subsidize residence access. The lower-priced altemativcs,
provided by competitors that are not required to huiJd into their rates Lhe same
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subsidk:s for basic residence service, encourage many users Lo leave th public
switched network. When this happens, revenue from services arc no longer
avail:tblc to contribute toward the cost of sub idized services (Anderson 22).

NYNEX director of regulatory planning, Paul alab ro quips,
We are going to make sure that NYNEX is not viewed by public policy sellers
as opposing competition in the marketplace. AU we want in return is th i;; legal
fi ecdom lo compete as well. We an; still competing wilh one hand lied behind
our buck. (Rcingold 50)

Specifically, NYNEJ{ wants to determine its own price structure.
One way the LEC has been able to manage subsidies is through the ability to

move profits around internally and charge average toll rates because of disparity
within the Jaw. In vi,1ually every part of the country, s tate law or regulation gives a
sin •It: company almo!-lt exclusive access to the local market. ·rnese baaiers will

change now that the new Jaw ruts been enacted. What lhe LECs would like to sec
is a de facto

lax on all entrants

in lhe local phone business Lo 1imd subsidies. They

would also like for the dominate provider for Jocal access to receive this fond.

Competitors, long distance providr..:rs, cablr..: companies. and telcoomrnunications
entrepreneurs, would suppott such a fund to keep the local phone rates low.
!though, they argue that. the subsidies should be available to all enlTants Lo insure
competition (Anderson 22).
There arc other considerations besides subsidies that the regulators will have to
review before devising the pricing and cost of st.rviccs under the 1996
Telecommunications

cl. One lesson com es from the divestiture of 1984. In

structuring divestiture of AT& T, federal policy adopted the interpre tation lhal

cxcluswns based on h.isloncaJ market structure are w1dcsirablc and illegal for two
fundamenlal 1·e.u:1011s. Fin.t, if only one optimal interconnection is possible, the finn
controlling interconnection -- the local cxchange carrier -- could avoid an
anlicompelitivc effect in vertically related market~ by auctioning lhc righL 10 that
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interconnection. The winning bid would pay the local exchange carrier the
difference in valul: butween rhe two types of conncctionM, so lhat all vertically
related firms would operate wiU1 the same costs of interconnection. Because thi1:1
option is less anticompetitive than simply giving the optimal interconnection to an
alliliate, U1e lallel' action is usually regarded as ve1tical foreclosure. Second, is the
cause of limitations in optim::il interconnection arrangements because of previous
business decisions by the local exchange earner in buying switches and designing
central offices. These firms created entry barriers in vertically related markets and
then profited from them. To eliminate an incentive to make technical decisions that
leatl lo vertical fornclosure, policy must require that local exchange caniers either
undertake investments to eliminate a scarcity of optimal interconnections, such as

by requiring equal access and collocation by a reasonable date, or auction off the
"natural monopoly" in interconnection and give away the proceeds, such as by

fmancing "liteline'' access, or returning Lhe revenues lo the govern.meal (Noll 504).
Whal this implies is not how costs will be covered, but on how unnecessary costs
could be, incum;d by competitors entering Lhe market based on the business practice
and access configurations of the local access provider which they might chose.
To counter Lhis situation M I ommunications Corporation has taken on an
initiative lo bujld their own local access interconnection through a subsidia.ry, MCI
Metro. This will connect local callers to their long-diswnce e,arricrs without going
through the curren1 local exchange monopoly. As stated by Berl Roberts, MC1'1>
cbainnan and chie1 executive,
£n lhc absence of any competitive pressun:, the Bell opcraling companies have
not lived up lo their responsibility to provide local access capabilities th::it MCI
needs at a fair price. MCI is now laum.:hing an historic assault on Ute locaJ
monopolies. (Bank 0 1040210)

This arrangement not onJy provides an alternative acctiss arrangement for MCI, it
will reduce their cost making MCI more competitive.
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Joel Mcilvain, a rcgulntor) anaJyst lor U1e Public Utilities Commh1sion, on the:

ot11ur hand acknowl~dgcs that it is a common practice for the long distance carriers
lo "steal consumers .from the local companies and undercut their prices." He says,

long distance carriers are lcgaJly allowed lo cul inlo local lines by paying

access charges lo local exchange carriers to book up their long distance
conRumcrs. AB a re,;ult, many long dislance carriers can offer their consumers
101..al lolJ vall su1vic1.: at piices bt;]ow tho:st; b1-ing 1,;harged by local caniers
because lhe long distance camers do not have lo factor in the cost of installing
or maintaining expcnS1vc .local system equipment. (Nodcll 5 J)
This is just the opposite approach to what :Mer hopes to accomplish through M CI
Metro.
OtJ1cr consjderations relating lo pricmg of seIVices involve predatory practi1..es
and cross-subs1clt'l11lto11 o1 consumers. Predatory pncmg occurs when a firm
temporarily seUs n product at a loss for lhe purpose of driving a competitor out of

the markc1 and then raises its prices later. In a capital-intensive industry, short-run

rTL'lrginal cost can be virtually zero, as in leJecommunicalions, so lhat a iinn
virtually cannol losc a predation case. A .tarsighlcd firm can respond to this
standard by t)ngaging in efficient substitution of capital investments for variable
mputs as a way to reduce its exposure to antitrust i1 a competitor enters and the
firm starts a price war (NoU 505).

Cross-subsidization occurs when a film uses exces profits from one consumer
to offset losses in sales lo anolher. ft can occur between consumers in the same
market, or across different product markels. The issue refers to a pc..'rhaps

permanent, long-run policy of losing money in one market that is ofl'set by excess
profits elsewhere. 11 provides a means oJ vc1t1caJ lorcclosure when lhe monopohsl
uses excess profits !Tom a safely monopolized market lo subsidize losses in a
verticaJly related ont:. The must likely example ot this would be a price squeeze. A
price squeeze can harm resale competilion, and has heen aJleged in cellular radio

telephone service and in some plans Jor selling unbundled clements o1 local access
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service. The unforlunate downside to p1ice squeeze claims is that any cure may
introduce regulation guaranteeing minimum rctaiJ margins lhal keep inefficient
competitors rn business (506).
In the 1974 case againsl AT&T, another orm of exclusjooary pricing was

alleged: "pricing without regard Lo cost. " The th eory behind this allegation is that if
a firm credibly commilS 10 malch or LO beal any price charged by a competitive
entrant, regardless of lhe incumbcnt's actual costs, the incumbent can substantiate
supercompentive prices indefinitely wrulc simuJtaneou ly retarding competitive
entry. Films can com.mil lo such a strategy by basing management rewards on
sales or market share, not profits, and maintaining a management information
o::y tern that Ry-.temalically docs not rec01·d or make available to personnel who set

price without any infonnation about cos1s. The govcmmenl alleged that AT&l
employed hoth policies with respect to private line service (S06).
Another challenge with pricing of st:rviccs relates to tariffs. The FCC would like
to change the currenf pricing structure by t;)iminating cUJTcnt tariffs. A tariff is a
docu.menl submitLcd by an entity lo the rcguJatory agency for permjssion to offer a
specific service or product It describes the offering and outlines the charges
assucialed with thal offering. Although nol mandated in the 1996
Telecommunications Act, the FCC is seeking support for its proposed plan to

c.:limiuate tadffs in the hopes that p,icing problems will go away - not only the
practice oJ competitors pricing just under AT&T's rate umbreUa, but also practices
chal give caniers an un fair advantage over their consumers in s1,;;lling rates, hmns

and conditions of service.

n is hoped that this would generate more competition

and pricing woul<l he based on actual costs vcnn.Jll competitive pricing wars ( r oth,
!"he New Act 22).
There is an outline provided by the new Act to address some of these issues.
These are outlined in actions Lhal must occur over the course of the next three years
as tlle Telecommunications Act is deployed. In line with maintaining univ~rsal
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service, the 1996 Telecommunications Act directs tha~ within six months of its
cnactmen~ the F

adopt new ruJcs to ensure:

L Rates to rural customers an~ no highc.,-r than raks to urban consumers.
2. Rates charged to customers in one state are no higher than those charged to
consumers of I.he same service in another slate. (22)
While lhc:: FCC has mandated these new rules, it does nol want lo mediate in their

d1:ployment. The FCC bchcvcs that pncmg ot services is an internal state a1T.1ir,
lhill

it is up lo each state to conform lo Ute law. I £ow 1l1e FCC plans on monitoring

the situation is through complajnlb filed by consumers and/or by having each
telecommwucations provider file an annual report stating it has complied with the
requirements (22).

The new act further stipulates that the FCC and state regulators establish new
pohc,es for funding uruversaJ service based on several key p1inciples. First. lht:

policy should insure that quaJjty service be provided at affordable rates to cvcryom.:.
Second. access to intonnation and advanced technologies should be equally shared

and distributed across stale boundaries. This information has been defined as
providing educational, public heallh and public safety benefit AB having been
subscribed by the majority of residential consumers through thefr clioicc and th.it
the services are being deployed in public telecorn networks by teJecomrnwucations
~.1rriers. Third, thal low income consumers, those living in rw·al areas, and other

high-cosl regions shouJd be prov;ded equal levels of service at a compatible rate as
compared with lhe urban consumer. Fourth, elementary and secondary schools

and classrooms. health care providers and libraries have access lo the advanced
services und information. This is .i special requiremcn~ stated in action two above,
allowing for these pccibc groups lo be given service ar a discounted rate (22).
Ni fa, as injt.ial costs for compelitors wanling lo get :into the local access market

place, the new act bt1pulate.-; that Ute LECs. GTE Corp., and other carriers must
offer their service to potential competitors at lhe retail rate minus "avoidable costs."

'.!8

These cost are the money used in marketing, billing, and the like which does not
impact the consumer directly. No surprise, there's a wide gap belween how the

local earners, their wholesale consumers, and the state regulators calculate those
costs. US West, for example, proposed a fonnula in Colorado that actually puts

the wholesale price higher lhan the retail rate, arguing that its local consumer rates
now are heavily subsidized. Connecticut regulators came up wilh a similar interim
form ula. ·Most stale public commissions have been more generous - Tt:nncs~cc and
lllinois regulators are recommending twenty-five percent and twenty-two percent
discounts, respectively (Arnst 119).
Listen to David Goodtree of rom:ster who says lhal lhe best lhing U1e LECs
can do is sacrifice some retail market share by giving 1011g distance carriers
discounts Lo use their networks. That would discourage the long distance carriers
from building their own local infrastructure, which would represent a more
d.'lngerous competitive threat in the long run. "The lliC's have a great opportunity:
·ve up twenty to thirty percent of retail market share bul hold on lo one hundred
pcrcenl or wholcsal~ by encouraging reselling," says Goodtrce. "The longer Lhcy
can prevent 1-1omeone from building their own facility, the longer they will have a
monopoly" (Galarza 41 ).
Competitive Strategy
l'eJecommwucation companies anticipating deregulation of the
telccommunic;;itions industry, had been jockeying for market position over the past
suv~ral years. SpeculaLion of how this change would be brought about generated a
different prospective of whal will be the market niche. These actions were based
on lcgi:,lation lhat had been presented in Lwo previous Congressional sessions
before tinnily hcing paRsed into law in 1996. Passage was anticipated because of
auvancoo developments in lclecommwiications technology a11d the antiquating of
the C'ommunication.~ Act of 1934. This action was supported by the major
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teh-;phom:, cable, wireless, equipment manufacturers, Telecommunications
entrepreneurs. and Internet providers (Church 38).

The anticipation of the economic impact to Congressional deregulation is partly
driving the wave of multi-billion dollar mergers, acquisitions and alliances rippling
through U1e indust1 , mosl recenLly is 1he celebrated l)i.soey purchase or Capital
Cities/AB . AT&T previously purchased Mccaw Cellular and in Alaska, AT&T's
acquisition o1 Al:1scom received final regulatory approval lo close that deal. Most
of the regional Bdl operating companies have joint-ventures with movie studios to
develop interactive TV programming for transmission over phone wires or by
wirefoss l.able (O'Tiemey 115).
Even with the expectation of key players changing their strategies, the induslly
was &hocked with the am1ow1cemenl on September 20, 1995, Utat AT&T would be
~plitting into tln-ee individual companies. This announcement totally reversed the

strategy maintained by AT&T, during the previous decade, of vertical imegralion
and a domestic focus on the: market place. AB slated by Bob Allen, AT&T
hainnan, w rtical integration is "an idea whose time has passed" and says that
''we've reach ed the point where the advantages of our size will be offset by the time

and costs in coordinating and integrating sometimes conflicting business strategics.''

·11,c concept of vcrt1cal integration was to ciifferentiate themselves from their ma.in
competition of MCTand Sprint., which provide long-tlislance telephone services.
Th~ breaking up of AT&T, is the largest corporate split-up ever, as measured by
the stock market value of the splitting company (Chw-ch 38).
The company wiU be divided into long-dist.1nce telephone service, equipment
manufacturing with Bell laboratories, and computer operations. The core business
will be the services business, which will carry the name AT&T. Lucent
Technologies will be the name provided for the Lclccommunicalions equipment
business wilh Bell laboratories and Global Information Solutions as rhe computer
i,nlllu:s litJe (Finneran 78).
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The new AT&T companies will be comprised of AT&T Communications
Servi.ccs Group (local and long distance operations). AT&T Wireless ( cellular and
PCS), AT&T Solutions (consulting and outsourcing), and AT&T Universal Card
(credit cards). This generates about fifty billion dollars in revenues, which
rcprescnled aver sixty percent o1 AT&T's gross revenue and eighty percent of its
pJ ofi!s. n1c company is poised Lo allack lhc international communications maJket,

in which

T&T currently generates only about fow· billion dollars in revenues on

ha ·ic im~Tilalional calling. AT&T Wireless, formally McCaw Cellular, covers
eighty percent of the United States, which is more than any other cellular provider.
AT&T Universal ard is Ihe second largest in l.enns of client accounts in the
country lhc company will continue Lo focus on its core markets and grow overseas

whil1.: expanding revenues al a pr~jecled ten percent annual rale (Simons 62).
The Lelecommunicatiom equipment business for AT&T gcnera1ed ,1bout twenty

hillic,n dollars in annual revenues, about seventy-five percent of which comes from
U1c central oilice business.

nus is one o1 lhc primary reasons for AT&T splitting,

w break this portion 6:om the core business. The new legislation allows for lhe

local exchange canicrs lo go into the long distance markets. These LECs are the

primary consumers for AT&Ts equipment, buying over fifty percent of the
facto1ies o utpuls. In anlicipation of lhis new law passing, the LE s have sought
olber equipment providers, so as nol to finance lhuu soon to be rival. The
~eparation could also bring oJd rivals, MCl and Sprint.. in as prospective consumers,
who were once hesitant Lo do busine;;ss with AT&T. The equipment company will
mosl likely be a lase-growing operation that will trade al a higher p1ice-1:a01ings

muJlipl1.: than the olhers. After an initial public offering, analysts expect revenue
growth of more than fifteen percenlin 1997 (62).
l'his company operation wiJJ consist ol, the Global Business Communications

System (PBX and key telephone systems), AT&T Paradyne;; (data communications
products), and Consumer Products and tvticroelcctronics (componenls). It also will
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contain L ucent Technologies which comprise mosl of the old Bell Laboratories
research division and owraUwill bear that name (Finneran 78).
Global Information Systems, or the computer operations, was the only company
that would not have surprised lhe indusu-y in being separated from AT&T. 111js
was an expensive venture that never really worked. It generated eight billion dollars

in annual revt:nues but produced no pro fi r from its operation. When A1 &T
acquired NCR in 1991, the idea was to integrate computers into the Lelecom
businr.:ss. AT&T could never successfuUy get this aspect of the business

LO

merge

with U1e other operations (78).
Splitting up will allow AT&1 to go after both local and long-distance

competition without fear of causing a disastrous loss of equipment sales; similarly ,
thc ·epru atc cquipmc:nl company will no longer scare off consumers fearJul of
lnttening a compcrilor. Also al slake is U1e emerging international market. Masi of
1..hc tclccommunicalions industry on the international market is controlled by lheir
prospective governments. This could soon he changing. Part of the push to gel the
Tt.:kcommunications Act passed here in the United States was to dereguJate 1.he
larges1 marktil of telecommunications products in lhe world. It was hoped in so
doing lhal other countries would soon follow (Church 39).
II seems likely U1at the new AT& T will set:k equjty stakes in one or more
in.temaiional tdccommunjcalions companies. If AT&T had retained its equipment
hu ine;;ss, it would have encounltm:d vehement oppo ilion from domestfo equipment
suppHers in any councry where ii looked lo lake an equity position in I.he local
telephone compan_ . , bedding the equipment business serves the dual objective of
nixing LhaL opposition while providing addjtional capital to finance the purchase
(Finneran 79). According to The Wall Stred Journal within Lhc nex1 year lhere will
be ove1· sixLeen cow1tries opening their telecommunications markets, offering up to
thirty-six billion doUari- in stock. This is whal AT&T has just positioned itself to be
involved w:ilh, Laking action on some of lhal. slack. AT& T wants to srraddfo Lhe
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deregulation globe with its networks, and foreign telephone companies such as
British Telecom and Deutsche Telekom also are not interested in buying equipment
from a m~jor competitor (Cook 60).
Another arena in which AT&T will find itselJ involved is the ninety billion
dollars local access market. According 10 AT&T Chairman Robert E. Allen,
spelliug ouc his ambitions of IJ:ic new market in a speech

10

investors on June 11,

1996: "We plan to take at least a lhird of the local market within a few years, " he
declared. His team has plans Lo get local access calling approval in every state by
lhe end of 19'>7 . The plan is to sell local service as a loss leader. How this will be
don(; is to provide bundled telccom products, taking the gains and spreading lhern
across 1he product line. This wilJ inc)ucle long distance, local access cellular, and
olher voice and tlaui services. According to Shaun P. Gilmore, AT&T's Northeast
!'ltates president: "The local-:services part uf a package of services could be
discounted." En try into the local access market would bcm:fit AT&T about thirteen
billion dollars per year which it currently pays in local access charges (Arnst 118).
Whal AT&T is looking forward to most of all is they will be st:lling !heir brand
name, which the company keeps before the public with a $700 million annual ad
budget. Exc:cutivcs love ro n·ot out the fact thal most surveys show that lhirty to
forly percenl of all consume, , already believe they gel their JocaJ-caUing service

from AT&T even though the company has been out of thal business since lhe

hre.1kup of the Bell system in 1984. "Clearly, AT&T will be our biggest
~mpetitor," says Solomon D. Trujillo, president of US WesL ' ommunications.

"!1'11 the largest company around, one of the largest companies in tht.: world'' ( 11 9).
The FCC helping AT&T prepare for the competition, last October reclassified
the carriers domestic business from a "dominant" lo a "nondominant" canicr.
Fifteen years ago, the classification came aboul lo solicil competitiou in
telecommunications. The classification contained two key clements: to relieve the
regulatory burden on nondominanl carriers and to police the pricing and
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competitive practices of AT&T. What this category regulates is market power by
specifying more requirements lo dominant carriers. 1 his doctrin~ proved effective

as noted by O,e change in revenue share of AT&T which changed from ninctyeigltl percent oi the total market, wh1.,'11 instituted, to fifty-five percent today (Toth,
AT&T Reclassified 20).

AT&T is now free from price cap obligmions on eve1yUung except international
services. Tt.<:i tariffs, which now can be fiJed on one day's notice, will be presumed
l.lwful, and cost data and other support are no longer required. A1 ·& T will no

longer have to report canier contracts, and most of ils other reporting requirements
are either eliminated or substantially reduced. In addition, AT&T no longer has to
secm·e prior 1>ermis1:1ioa to constr uct aew facilities (except where radio licenses are

involved), and requests to discontinue se1vii.;cs or remove facilities wiU be granted
automatically after thirty days (22).
On January I , 1997, AT&T will be officially free of its Mystems, complllers.
and telecom product shackles. This is when the separation of the three companies
has to be completed. Although the n ew AT&T will now have a simpler identity as

a telecommunications service provider, competitive life onJy gelS more complicalcd
from there. The former monopoly must position itself to take on competition from
a growing list of competitors: U1e seven regional Bell operating companies, cable
networks, wireless service providers, Iutemct service providers, software
companies, entertainmen t companies, and even e1ectric utilities. Any business with
condu.il into a home or business may develop as a competitor (Rosn~r 23).
MCl Communications was the company U1at was very instrumenbl in getting
AT&T divestiture to occur back in 1984. "We <lid not inherit any of our
consumers. We had to work for every consumer to convc11 them lo MCI and I
think wi.;, uniquely, arc vc1y much attuned to that," says Paul Hales, MCI director
for lhe slate of Indiana. This philosophy has paid off as it went from a four and
one-hall' percent share in 1984 to almost seventeen percent of the long-distance
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telephone market in 1993. The company's position since the Telecommunications
Act of 1996 passage has been tu move into lhc local exchange market. lt plans on

doing this through lhe M I Metro division, parl of the twenty billion commitment
to develop Network MCI. Network MCI is the company's entry into U1e
information superhighway marketpla.ce (Blake 26).
M I plans on building its own fiber optic network in twenty metropolitan areas
in the 1990',;. This is feasible as lhey are cun-ently paying six billion dollars

annually for local access, as o1 1994. This amounts to about forty-five cents out of

every dollar that MCI lakes in on long-distance saJes going lo local acct:ss charges.
The plan is to establish a bypass network around Lhe LECs and recoup some of
these costs.

onstruction has already bcgun in AUanta, with New York City, Los

Angeles, and hicago soon to follow (26). Mickey 1Ienry, an attorney for MCI
qtates, "We are encouraged that the legislation is considering opening up local

telcphom: service to competition. We only caution that Lhe market was not created

ovem.ight, and il can not bi:; changed overnight." (Billips 021400J 7)
Giving it an infrastructure advantage is a little-known purchase MCI made in
1990 from Western Union oJ underground conduits and pipes that connect more
than 2000 buildings in some 200 cities. These conduits, some of which uate back
to the nineteenth century, permit ea&'Y faying of fiber-optic cable. Once lhe network
is in placu, MCI Metro plans on op1.-:ning the access to both AT&T and Sprint. It
plan~ on ottering this service at Lhe same cost as it docs to MCl Long-Distance. An
AT&T spokeswoman welcomed the iniLialive, saying, "We'd consider all
alternalives when it comes lo increasing local competition." A Sprint statement was
not as positive calling the M I announcement, "a slick admission of being behind in
tenns of technology deployment," but soJlened the criticism by adding that what
MCI was doing was "one in a long series of steps necessary before local
competition exists" (Flanagan 14).

Henry Whitfield, Souil1cm Bell's disll'ict manager in Macon, Georgia, said the
bjJJ would level a pJaying fielJ that currently i.s tilted against his company. MCl's
recently announced pJan to provide local calling services in Atlanta allows it to
"chcny-pick" Soull1l-m OcU's largest and most profilablc customers, Whitfield said,
without requiring MC! lo provide universaJ access, as current reguJation requires
Soullu:m Bell to do.

11

We don't mind compctilion, we j ust want fair compelition "

Whitfield said (Billips 02140017).
Like AT&T, MCI secs tlte opening of lhe international marker. An agreemenl
between M I and Groupo Financiero Banamex Accivai Mexico's largest bank, is
to build a fiber-optic network between the U nited States and Mexico . M exico in

1996 opened up competition to long-distance providers, breaking the 'felefonos de
Mexico's monopoly. MC'l estimates that forty-five percent of: the state-run longdis1ance business is intemational and ninety p1.:rcent of that, some ten million hours

each year, goes to lhe U.S. (Flanagan 14).
MCI is able lo expand into botl1 the local and international business as ii has
capil.al outstanding lrom Lhc twenty per~cnl equity sale of its domestic network lo
British Telecom (BT). This occured in 1993 for an estimated four-poinl-three
billion dollars. According to the te1ms of the MCI/BT alliance, the two companies
agreed to splil global marketing responsihilities geographically, wjth MCI
controlling North, Cuntral and Soutl1 America and BT handling the rest of the
WOI'ld

(O'Shea 22).

A conlrnvcrsial move was lhc alliance with media baron Rupert Murdoch's

News Corporation. MC.1 will spend up lo two billion dollars for a thirteen and onehall percent slake in the comprul} an<l the two wiUform a joint venture lo develop
ncwq media '-Crvices. The marriage of Mw·doch's TV and newspaper operations
wiLh M l's on-line services could produce a customized news scrvil-C Lha1., for
example lets an oil and gas executive receive video and text about his industry via
~omput~r ( Wnr<l 33 ).
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One of lhe most recent events for M Cl w as the anno uncement of parlnering
wilh l\,1icrosoft. MCI will market a customized verriion of th~ Microsoft network,
called MSN from MCI, with its Internet MCI Access Sctviccs. MCl will also

mark~L Microsoft software and software upgrallcs m,ing its network for distribution.
In exchange, Microsoft will build icons into its Windows operating system for all
corummer~ 10 l!a~iJy ordt:r MCI produc~ such as conference services, ISDN and em ail. In joining forces Microsoft will gain acct:ss to t he twenty million i;onsumers

ofMCT and MCI will gel exposure lo lhc J 20 million users of Microsoft soHware.
T ed J ulian, research manager for Internet commerce al marketing research firm

Inlemalional data Corp., Framingham, Mass. said,

As Microsoll puts more communications features inlo Windows 95 and
Windows N T beyond the basic Inteme1 tools, you are probably going lo
bt:~ ,t pick list of w ndors for services like ISDN and conferencing. As
these oplions are added on lop or Lhe operating system ralher than on an
application-by-application b.1sis, you will sec a number of companies added
lo the hst _1ust ltke vou see options tor lnternel service providers when you
set up your Internet connection, MCl has eslablished that it is going to be
there, and now the n;al qucstwn 1s, who 1s nex1. (Bucholtz 10)
T hree and a half weeks after the passage of the new Telecommunications Act,
the first merger announccmcnl occurred between two local cxch,:mge carrie r

companies. SDl.' Communications Tnc. will acquire Pacific Telesis Group for
seventeen billion dollars. T h:is will j oin two of the seven baby bells lhal were once
un der lh e control ol AT &T . Whe n th e deaJ is finalized late lh,s year, the two

Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBO s) will become a twenty-one billion
dollar giant that will control seven of rhe len largest metropolitan markets in the

country and sixteen of the Lop fifty markets. The new company will be called SBC
Communications and be based in San Antonio, Texas (Schroeder 8).

In preparation for the passage of the Telecc>nununications Act, SBC CEO
l!.dward Whitacre Jr., a year ago decided to change Ute name of his corporation.
T he down-hom e Soutl1wcstcrn Bell name seem ed lo tie Lhc company lo a specific
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region, not fitting lhe intematfonaJ intentions of the firm. Changing the name Lo the
present bland acronym of SBC Communications eliminated that image (8).
On first blush, most people, Bob Barada, Pacific Telesis Vice;: President of
Corporate Strategy and Development included, likes to point to the "tremendous
synergies" between the two RBOCs. According lo Dave Otto, a telccom analyst
with Edward Jones consultants, "PacTeJ was really behind the eigh1-ball" as il
qtrugg.led to get its P ' S wirdt:ss network and s0tvices running. "SBC bring<, the

money and Lhe caJent," he adds. SB

ommunications, Southwestern BeUMobile

Systems is the nation's second-largest cellular operator, behind AT&T (McCarthy,
St.range Bedfellows 6).
Another marker open to tl1em is Mexico. Half of all calls from the United States
lo Mexico originate in California or Texas. SBC would gain significant control

over traffic to and from Mexico and South America by acquiring the California
market SBC's ten percent stake in TeJefonos de Mexico still slands as a great
investment, even after the peso collapse (6).
ln prufitability SB

is at the top of the Bell heap, with average return on equity

over the past five years of L6.2%. It posted excellent returns again last year, in

sales. Bui the purchase of a weaker performing Bell at a premium wilJ probably
dilute earnings for several years. There are no easy efficiency gains to be had from
combining Southwestern and west coast telephone companies (Pahneri 92).
"What'.., in 1l for SBC? The ,mswer is alifornia - lhc seventh-largest country in
L11e world.'' The stale aJso serves as the west coast gateway for Asjan traffic, which

•~just expanded the amount of buying power Lhat they have for the long distance
market. 11 nolt:s analyst Ron Allman of Funnan Selz (Welli 40). SBC will aJso tap
Pacific Tele1-,is' significant ISDN and lnlem t:l Lechnologi1:s, where SDC has lagged
in ISDN deployml-nl ''Likewise, Pacific, Telesis stands to reap the benefits of

SBC's extensive wireless operations," states SBC Chainnan and CEO Edward

r
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Whllacre, who will remain head of the united company, and Pacific Telesis CEO
Phil Quigly, who will serve as Vice Cb:iianao of the new board (Schroeder 8).
So for lwcnty-thrce billion dollars, SBC might have scored a bargain. The

bonom line, per Dave Ono's view, is that Lbe prosed merger "certainly improves my
opinion of PacTel by leaps and bounds" and doesn't hurl SBC "one bit,, assuming
they can gel P S up and running. " Market waLcher Bob McNamaram managing

director at New Jersey based Broadview Associates, agrees that the deal will prove
a "great move if they don't take their eye off Lhc ball." Assuming the two

companies can talce advantage of existing synergies, playing off each other's
strengths and shoring up weaknesses, "lh.c polenlial is th.ere," he concludes (Wetli
41).

What this merger docs is create a very large competitor overnight to AT&T.
When the announct;mcnt took place, SBC Communications became the second
largest telecommunications provider m the United States, behind AT&T. This was
short lived although, as Bell Allantic and NYNEX decided lo get hitched, replacing
SBC Communications as Lhc second largest provider. The twenty-three billion
dollar merger would create a company that stretches from Maine to Virginia
( 'ohen, A New Telecom Titan 57).
The pair plans to enler the long-rustancc business in their region. Ray Smilh,
Bell Atlantic 'EO, boasts thal lhc combined comp~my could steal thirty percent of
the regional long-distance market from the likes of AT&T and MCL The duo also
Ull\;JtUb

to consolidate r~tlundanl operations, which Smith says will save six hundred

million dollars within three years. Most important, Smilh believes the new Bell
llantic can grow ten to twdve percent a yea, , versus seven lo ten percent as a
i;:tand-alone company (57).
The two companies have already combined their cellular networks together and

Bell tlantic tlu·ough an iovcstme11L in CcllularVision of New York had already
entered into the wireless cable TV business in New York City. CellularVision, an

r
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entrepreneurial starl up company, has a one-of-a-kind license from the FCC to

offer wireless ATV 1:,erviccs in New York and three of its suburban counties. Bell
Atlantic used its cx'J)ertise lo build the wireless network in the city and
CellularVi.sion developed the business phtn Lo market the service. Because Bell
AU.mtic was offering the C A'l'V service outside of its telephone ope.rating territory,
the company was nol subjecl to the restrictions contained in the 1984 Cable Act,
which, with a few exceptions for some rural local exchange carriers, prohibits
cable/telco cm s-ownership by telcos within their telephone operating ru-eas. The
ommunications Act of 1996 undoes this law (Mason 10).
Tbere are mixed reviews on how this wiJJ impact Lhe region. Some consume,
advocacy groups claim the merger between lhc neighboring Bells eliminates
competition and instead expands a monopoly that will face Jittle competition from
one-slop providers of voice, video and data transmission services. "Too oflen
consumers and employees are Lhe victim of so -called corporate synergy," said
Bradley Sh11man of the Washington D.C. based Consumer Federation of America.
''Bringing together the two largest monopolies in the country will only make
promises of more competition ring hoUow" (Baker 4230359).
Bul Bell Uantic and NYNEX officfals said U1c merger doesn't expand a
monopoly; ratJ1er the new Bell Atlantic will be better equipped to compete againsl

AT&T and other telecommunications corporations. "We are facing very intenst:
competition, ,md the competition is very big, '' stales Paul Miller Richmond based
Bell Atlantic spokesman. "The new Oell Atlantic wiU not be as big as AT&T, but
lhis will allow us lo compete more effectively" (4230359). Ray Smith.

EO Bell

tJanlic, views it this way on the merger, "The main benelit is lb.al we end up with
. the most infonnation-intensivc pm1 of the county." On rivals, "We needed the
scale and scope to compe1e with nationwide competitors llike AT&T!." And on the
market. "We want to be one of the remaining phone companies that will serve the
U.S. and the world" (Coh~n, A New Telecom Titan 58).
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With so much competition coming from so many clillcrent directions today, the
Daby Bells are being forced to mature in a huny. Their adoJescence could be
painful. Listed is the condition of the seven RBO s, as of April 1996:

"' Pacific Telesis Revenues: nine billion dollars. Net loss: lwo point three million
dollars. Share price: thirty-three dollars and twenty-five cents (latest and the
Cifiy-Lwo wct:k. high). Oullook : The lucrative California markcl is a definite

plit<.: for Pacific T elt:sis.

*

SBC Communications Revenues: twelve point seven billion doJlars. Net
loss: nine hundred thirty million dollars. Share price: forty-nine dollars and
even ty-fiw cents (latest) with a sixty dollar and twenty-five cent .fifty-two

week high OutJoob: SBC Communicalions boasts a very sb·ong cellular
operation.
+ RellSouth Revenues: seventeen poinl nine billion dollars. Net loss: one point

two billion dollars. Share pri\.e: thirty-seven dollars and thi1teen cents (latest)
fifty-two week high or forty-five dollars and eighty-eight cents. Outlook:

BellSouth will fo1,;us on core servic~ in its regi.011.
"' l rs West Revenues: nine point five billion dollars. Net income: one point
two billion dollars. Share price: thirty-three dollars and thiJt een cents (latest)
filly-two week high of thirty-seven dollars and fifly cents. Outlook: US West
has moved aggressively into cable Lefovision.
"' Bell Allanlic Revenues: thirteen point four billion dollars. Net Income: one
point nine billion dollars. Share price: ixty-two dollars (latest) fifty-two
week high of seventy-four dollars and eighty-eight cnts. Outlook: Bell
Atlantic is very mcrger-friendJy.
"' NYNE

Revenues: 1hi1teen point four billion dollars. Net loss: one point

eight billion dollars. Share p1ice: fifty-two dollars (latest) fifty-two week

high of fifty-nine dollars and 1wen1y-five cents. O utlook: ls a merger with

Oell At1anlic, awaiting FCC approva1.

r
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*

Ameritech Revenues: thirteen point four billion dollars. Net Income: two

billion dollars. Share p1ice: filly-four dollars and seventy-five cents (1atest)

fifty-two week high sixty-six dollars and eighty-cighl cents. Outlook:
Ameritech is a very independent player ( 'ohen, Look Who's Talking 52).

As far as competitive advantage in telecommunicarions goes there will be challenges
faced. According to David Goodu·ee of Forrester:
Right away, the long-distance companies have fo ur things going for them:
One, national reach, right now. No other telephone competitor offers service
1..oa11t to coa1,l. Two, comp~litiw skills. For twelve years U-u;y have fought
for every point of market share and have proven 10 know how to wage war.
'Three, no excess baggage. WHh their bloated work forceH and aging plants,
the R.80 s will bave lo focus on man:1gmg down sizing and dealing with
unions. Meanwhile, the long-distance guys arc ab-eady relatively lean and
have up-to-date networks . Four, killer brands. Like Coca-col.a an d Nike,
the hig lhrec have created som e ol the most recognizable brands in Lhe COWll.ry:
At bcsL. the R.BO s have mcarungiul brands tn a t cw states each. (Galarza 40)
Depending on the survey, som e thirty to sixty percent of consumers still think that

AT&'f is their local phone company.
Whal is more, the long-distance companies do not have to meet any regulatory
approvals to get into the local m..1rket. "they do not have the regufatory handcu1Ts
that the RBO s do," cxpl_ains Eileen Healy, an analyst with San Jose, California
based Dataquesl. "As it is structured, the RBO s have one hand Lied behind their

backs." Q uips Bryan Van Dusscn, director of tclccom research for the Yankee
Group, a consultant in Boston: "The RBOCs are still pretty much dial-tone
providers: Plain O ld Tclephom: Service, POTS guys. The long-distance

companies arc the PANS, Pretty Ama1jng New Stu1I. 0 Yet another threat to the
RBO ' m on opolies comes from companies such as MFS and Telcporl, w hich cater
to businesses by providing com1>etitive local. networks. Although U1ese alternative
providers haw built local telephone networks that sell service mostly Lo midsize
b u~incss consumen:;. these same networks can j ust as easily be w;ed lo reach the

relail conswner. Indeed. MFS has cons1ruc1ed local networks in forty-three U.S.

r
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Markets. "The RBOCs are subject to nimble niche players coming in and taking

lucrative pieces of business," says Andersen onsulting AJan Burgess (40).
To get into rhe local market, the long-distance players wiU either have lo build
their own networks at great expense or buy capacity from t11e R13O s. Thal, says
Daniel Reingold, an analyst for Merrill Lynch, works to the advantage or the

RBO s. Reason: There will be four or five potential long-distance suppliers in
any one region, so the Bells will be able to bargain for volume discounts on longdistance service, Reingold ays those discounts could run as deep as eighty percent
ofI retaiJ rates, about what major long-distance resellers currenlly pay ( 40).
One Stop Shop

The challenge for Washington lawmakers is to craft a balanced deregulatory
chemc that rcconfigw·es the monopolistic playing .liekl for near-term competitive
entry and long-tt,nn market discipline. Advances in lt.:chnology (such as digitization
an<l h, oadbnnd capacity) havr.: been driving thr.: provision of services in a
competitive direction for some time now. Declining cost~ have been an ongoing
lrcn<l or the industry. Since tl1c anti-trus t divestiture of AT&T in 1984, long-

dislance telephone competition has proven a robust success. According to J,eon
Kestcnbaum, manager regulaLory affairs for Sprint,
Divestiture has had enormous impHcations for the development of
lclecommunfoalions. rt was the single most t.mportanl event oJ tlus c:.enmry,
without question, in redirecting the energies and the prioritfos of each and
every companv. It has created an explosion of competition which in tum

has led to the explosion of the implementation of lechnoJogy, which has led
lo far lower prices for long-distance calls and a whole new environment."
(Blake 25)
New ,md innovative service have appeared and price competition has been fierce.
But this is only the lip ol lhc tek:com market iceberg. Broader competition in the
telecom industry is currently restricted by owrlapping layers of federal, state and
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local statutes and regulations, as well as by judicial oversight in the wake of the
AT&T breakup.

ongr~ssional legislation wouJd break Lhe logjam and eliminate

numerous baniers that currently prevent local telephone companies, long-distance
carriers and cable and broadcast television companies from oilering similar services

and competing for one another's consumers. Proponents o the new
telecommunications laws anticipate an explosion of new mvestment, services and
product'i in a modern land rush to compete (O'Tiemey l 14).
AB the Baby Bells and cable companies lay down broadband on-ramp

connections to the National Inforrnation lnfrastrncture (NIT), long-distance carriers
are finding ample digital convergence opportunities of their own. The lhree major
earners, AT&T, MCI Communications Inc., and Sprint Corp., are in the mid.cit o1
upgrading their national networks -- Lhc long-haul backbones of the Nil -- to
provide the massive bandwidth needed for interactive, multimedia se1viccs. At the
same lime, Sprint and MCI are quietly talking to iniormation providers and

pnrt-icipating in tesl projects, but are holding details of their further expansion plans
close to the vest. AT&T, on U1c other hand, is lhe most visjbly aggressjve of lhe
trio, staking out new opportunities by leveraging its long~distance role along with its
telecommunications and slakes in dozens of companies. "They're all trymg to sec
how this puzzle fits together," said Charles Robbins, director of communica!Jons
resem ch for Aberdeen Group, a. market-research firm in Boston (Smalley 143).
Networks will have to be available to keep pace with the teclmologjes.
The.. Clinton auminisu ation hru. aMounced plans to open up a large chunk of the
public a11Wavcs to commercial users, frequencies that had previously heen u ed by

the Dcfousl.'l Department ,md other federal agencies. Th e large amount of the
spectrum freed up, fo ur times U1c size of the fifty megahertz slice cwrenlly devoted

to cclluJar telephones, wouJ<l provide room for new commercial services Lhat might
include atellile radio broadcasting or wha1eve1· other money-making activities that
privalc industry might <lrettm up. The admirustration's plan, a response to
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legislation passed by Congress in 1993 to reallocate the public airwaves, comes on
top of a large band of frequencies that are already being allocated for "personal
communication service" (IliUips 02140017)

Personal ommunicat:ions ~-ystems (PCS) arc touted as lhe ncxl generation of
wireless technology that

wm compete witJ1 digital cellular and coaxial cable for data

Lransmission in locaJ area networks, as well as voice communications. Eager

bidders spent seven billion dollars in the first round of th~ FCC's auction of the
P S spectrum. Successful bidder Sp,inl and it.s cable partners T I, Cox and
Comsal plan to offer a "triple play" package of wired and wireless telephone
services along with lrnditional cable TV across the country (O'Tiemey 115).
Th.iR venture has allowed members to cross-market each others' services. ln
acl, beginning in the first quarler of 1995, TCI packaged Sprint's long-di&tancc
service with its entertainment services, providing customers with one bill !or both.

ornsal an<l ox are expected lo do lhe same, according to Allan Kurtze, senior
vice president of operations at Sprint's local telephone division. Michael Killen,
presidenL of Killen & Ac,socia1cs comments,

Sprint is now in a position to bid for PCS licenses more aggressively - ii no
longer has to worry about having lhe money to actually implement the PCS
infrastructure because ii ca:u piggyback on existing cabk company systems,
using their poles a:nd systems lo put lhe transceivers and receivers. (Bernier 8)
This has allowed Sprint to become more diverse with its product lines, expanding
into lh~ l,tlcsl iu h::chnologies.
The fondamenlal aim uf the alliance is to bundle long-distance and local
telephone services iu the allies' existing operating areas, which span all forty-eight
sta1es. The cable systems incJuded in the par lnersbip aJone pass roughly one-third
of th1,:; nation's ninety-five million h owseh olds. The new telephone company, could
make money by garnering as liltle as filtccn percent of the business thal cun.-ently
goes to existing local phone companies. In the United J(jngdom, a TCI - backed

r
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cable TV venture already has laken away twenty-five percent of local telephone
business in lhe markets where iL operates, said a TC"'I spokesman. Planned services
for the new vcntw·c include:
"' Plain old telephone service, which wou ld begin in New Yor~ Illinois and fowother states.

*

Long-distance service, through Sprint. The service would be billed lo

customers' cable bills at first, even if the connection still went tlu-ough

their local phone company.
• "Universal" portahle cordles~ phone service. A customer would use
the same lightweighl phone al h01ne, in the office and in transil
"' Temporary extra capacity. Home workers could triple the number

or phone lines in their offices, Lo handle facsimile transmissions,
on-line connections and conversations, only for the time needed.
• Video phone calls. This could range from allowing individuals
lo talk face-to-face or providing the capacity for sex lines to add
sjght and motion to their services (Steinert-Threlkeld 14).

Not mentioned, but a very intricate player in this alliance is the local access provider
TeJeport. "Wilhoul TeJeport, the whole thjng is ridiculous," says Berge Ayvazian
of the Yankee Group. "It links the Jong-distance carrier lo the cable telephon
providers. 11 Using Teleporl Lo carry the local portion of ils long-distance service and nol a NYNEX or a Bell AUantic -- will sharply reduce the lwo and one-half
billion dollars Splint spends every year on local access charges (Rcingold 50).

LT ' West has Utken a similar approach in o.tiering mulliple services when ii
acquir~cl a twenty-five percenl stake in Tune Warner's cable television and
enlc.;rtainmenl operalions. This is the first time that a Baby Bell has made a major
investment in a producer of television shows and movies, which are likely lo be
carried over Lelephone lines by the late 1990s. About half of US West's investment
will be ust:d to build an ''electronic super highway" capable of transmitting voice,
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data, and video programming to homes and businesses. Time Warner will use the
rest lo pay down debt (Forging GianlS 7).

Time Warner has approximaLely seven million cable consumers, and if all goes
well wilh the US West alliance, Lhose consumers, by Lhe end o1 Lhe decaclt:, will
have the option of buying local telephone service from Time Warner. Time
Warner's cable sysLems would be able lo carry Lelephone calls to and from homes
and businesses directly lo a long-distance carrier, bypassing the regional companies
and avoiding lhe costly access charges of the regional Dells. US Wc.:st had plans

already underway on spending more than two billion dollars to rebuild its fourteen
stale telephone network Lo carry interact.iv\} fulJ-motion video services, positioning

itself for the merger with a cabJe company like Time Warner (8).
Wireless has emerged as the ''next big thing" for telephone and cable TV
companies planning to deliver broadband services. As one independent LE
executive cat.egorized the phenomena: "Like everyone else, we're exploring aU the
wirelesi; options." For good reason, too: Direct Broadcasl by SatelliLe (DBS)
su<ldc,nl is a high-flying option for providing some broadband services, such as
video, interactive entertainment and shopping. In less lhan two years, in fact,
OfrccTV has signed one-poim-four million consumers, while PrimeStar has
exploded to one-point-one million after sleepily motoring along for years wilh only
a few scores of thousands of commmt:rS. Even more, AT&T and MCI are now
high profile DBS investors (Kim, Direct Broadcast 26). The entry into the business

by AT&T and M I is a v:didation of a new technology, said analyst Ray Boggs of
Respon ·e Analysis Inc. "You could call ii the quest for bandwidth, a way of getting
bits1 into consumer households .in the most cost~effectlve manner possible," ht: said .
.

"It is based on the consumer's being willing to pay, big-time, for education and
entcrtajnmen Lcoming into lhe home" (Vielleux 2).

While DBS has eductive potential as a video delive1y medjum for both LECs
and .interexchange caniers, it may make no busmess sense al all for LECs lhal
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alrc.:HJy have extensive loca1 fiber in place or plans for extensive fiber upgrades.
SimpJy put, DBS mak~s great financial sense as a "green fieJds" approach for long
distance caniers, such as AT&T and M I, that have little or no embedded wire in
the local loop (Kim 26).
T hrough a deal s truck w ith D irecTV Tnc., AT&T said il plans to offer a Digital

Satellite System package directly to its ninety million subscribet'S by the middle of
this year.

nder the deal, AT&T will pay $137.5 million to acquire two and one•

half per(,enl of DirecTV, a unit of Hughes Electronics, which is owned by General
Motors. II has an option to increase this to thirty percent over a :five year period,
which was also stipulated (Vielleux 2).

MCI made a similar purcha1-1e of the last available license for direct broadcast
satellite television. The two companies will use each other's strengths to bolsler
their products, stated K.1thxyn Hale, a senior industry analysts at Dataquest Inc.,
San Jose. This plays weJl with the Microsoft partnership, as they couJd eventually
us~ the high bandwidth of MCrs DBS resow·ces to transmit software or
entertainment products directly to its consumers, said S teve Von Rump, vice

president of marketing for M l's data services division. A spin-off to DireclDI is
DireclP developed by Cisco, Hughes Network Systcms1 and HeJius. This is a

high-speed, one•way, digital broadcast to a twenty-one inch satellite dish. With
DirectP , o u can inlcrconnect say to the Cntomet from a desktop PC (Bucholtz 9).
As the lntem el continues to grow al a phenomenal pace - currenlly there are thirty

million 10 forry million users and Lrafiic is doubting every five monlhs - ii may
become the dominant vehicle for business communications and residential
eotcrtaimnent (Ilolland 36).
Buying access to wiJ-eless will become much cheaper when U1e industry sees
cellular carriers1 conversion to digital technology as well as a big capacity increase
from the onset of PCS, according Lo Michael Rowny, MC( executiw vice president
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o f ventures and alliances. As. lated by Doug.las Maine, MCI's chief financial
office,,
Whal you arc looking at is something like a .fitken fold increase in capacity
available. Given tbal, we said let's not plunk down twenty billion lhe way
AT&T did for McCaw (referring to A'f&T's purchase of the counuy's biggest
cellular carrier). (Ward 33)

MCI's plan is on buying a reseller. Nationwide Cellular Service, for Sl90 million,
instead oJ developing and owning a cellular infrastructure. Rowny says, here is the
trickv part: Rather than pure rcst:lling, MCI wants "Lo create a value-added service".
MCI is going beyond lradiLionaJ tem1 and volume discounts to offset the effect
ot t,as,c-pnce hikes. Tl is going to offer lo add .Internet access services, new data
solutions and other services lo telecommunications contracts to build volume lo
nigher discounl levels. Ronald We~1. telecommunications manager for the New
York law finn Shl:arman and Sterling. "What MCI and others are aJluding to is
they wanl you to incre~e your commitment, however they can" (Rohde 10).
Director of computer and telecommunications services for Pacific Gas & Electric,

in San .Francisco. further states:
Being able to have a single services provider to support our network with
the bandwidlhs we need is attrnctive, as opposed to having lo manage
multiple contracts m muJtiple locations. As a competitive market drives
these companies to merge, ii is an opportunity we should seize. (Schroeder 8)
Confirmed by A'l'&T's corporate manager for advertising and brand management,
.hm Speros;

Communications is being redefined by U1e convergence of industries. u· you
stand for [only] a single thing, you lo e, because th.e consumer will be buying
from companies multiple forms of communication, [entertainment and
mtom,ation I service~ n,ccompanies thal will win are the companies that
an:i eJTective at cuh,hing nuw lhings lhal go beyond their core business.
(Rosner 26)

r
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There has been alol of positioning to create the optimal product or products. This
is through joint ventures, expansions, split-up, and aboul every conceivable way to
position. ll is important to keep in mind the intenl of the new legislation. Aller
Presidcnl ClinLon signed into law lh~ Telecommunications Refonn Act of 1996 in
Fcb111ary1 Reed Ilundt, the White House's activist chairman of the Federal.
ommunicatious

ommission, hailed lhc eighty sets of new regulations as the first

tolJgatc on Vfoe President Al Gore's fabled information highway. (,'rowing after the
White House hill was signed, Ilundr stated,
I consider this to be the Invest in America Act of 1996. It's going to lead to a

tremendous investment boom in the communications sector .. to invcs1ment in
kids w1d1::1 hi&loric provisions that pcrrnil us Lo - for the firsj time - crealc reaJ
incentives lo put networks into every classroom. (Srodes 48)

Gore said tl1al the goal of the letrislalion was 0 real competition, not Ute illusion of
compclilion, nol the distant prospc:cl of competition." Only "com-pc.-;lition can meet

the test of lower prices, higher quality and greater choice, " he said, and that's why
the AdrninistraLion can not support Lhe proposal lo dtm;gul.atc local loop "upou the

mere prospect that some lheoretlcal competitor might be able to provide some
scrvicc .. Competition must be t"eal." In 1994's debate, Gore said, RegionaJ

Holding Companies were trying lo delay compeLillOn while tong distance companies
were "proposing a level of dc.-;lail <lifficull to achieve in federal legislation before
they are willit1g lo support change." l:£ach industry. including cable and information

s~ cc providers, seems lo be following a policy of "what's mine is mine: -- whal is
youni is negotiable," Gore said. (Republicans Hope to End 3)

Whal the new l1;;gislalion has <lone is prompt concerns from consumer

advocates. regulators and the companies to agree on a few basic points:
"' Competition. In order not to kl down consum(;}rs or hinder upslarl companic;8,

regulators should make sure that locaJ access providers in a tenilory have
~ornpctiton; bcfon; withdrawing all thu rnJcs. At the same time, companius must
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.find a way to share responsibility for esscntiaJ da -to-day services.
+ Universal Service. 1:.wryone who wants plain-old telephone service should

get it affordably.
+ Intcrconnectability No

compcLilo:rs should be impeded - .financially or

1echnologicall.y - 1n lin.k.tng their consumcra to other companies' consumers.
>1<

Portability.

orummers should be able to keep their same phone numbers,

even if that includes relocating from Los Angeles to Long Island.

Even though key intcrest group · agree on these concepls, they do not have a
conc;ensus on how Lhc legislation should b deployed or how the products will be
presented. This will be debated as the law is enacted and competitors assert
themselves (Fahys 01J 50270).
Statement of Hypothesis
ft is hypothesi7..ed that deregulation of lhc telecommunications industry will not

~rcate opportunities for companies to expand inlo the national Jong distance
husiness. The
carriers.

nited Stales will continue to have only a few nationaJ long distance

[
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SETEC"TTVE REVIEW AND EV ALUATTON OF RESFARCH
·1he column by Rober! 'l . Anderson, ''I EC P n cmg lor Ba..,,c I dcphonc
Ser\ice: Why Rntes Are So Low", was in response 10 a previous article in
TeJecommunicJ tton s hv Bruce K.ushnick. that was cntical 01 New Y ork
1 ckphonc's rntc structure. This provided an opporrunity for N ew York T elephon e
to .rus ti:ty d1c1r rate plans and explain why they are con figw·ed as they exist today.
T he document reviewed the history of how the rat~ structure wo!vcd to meet the

regulators'. both federal and state. concept oJ universal servtce. II cmphas11.cd that
New York Telephone had lo subsidize for the cost of emergency 91 l numbers and
provide disco unts to people: rcccrvmg 1ood stamps to comply with this con cept. T he
article explained how lhese additional costs were incu1Ted and added lo o ther
consumers' long distance charges in order to help compemiate for these subsidiari1.:s.
Subsidization was n ecessary

10

allow all cons umers the right lo receive basic

tt.:k:phonc service as dep1cted under the ~ommunicatioru; Act of l 934. The article

e~plains the con cern of the local exchange canier (LEC), of how competition i.;ouJd
enter the loe,al access market as they currently do nol have lo meet this ciame
n:gulation or provide; the i,amc subsidies.
A hm1tat1on ot this article is that it only addresses one. New York Tekphonc, of
the seven local exchange canicrs persp ectives. The smtisticaJ material pt csentoo is
just lor tha1particular company and docs not show 11 subsidies within the; other
~x~hangc carrier:; vary as wide!)

All of the infoimation and r'-forcncc.;s provided

were from New York Teleph one in rlelense o1 their pn cc rating system .
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In, "Regional Companies Warn oflligher Phone Bills", written by Jon Healey,

it further stip ulates rhc LECs concerns with dc.:regulation and whal mcasw·es had
been taken previously to compensate consumers. The focus of this article was on

Lhe subsidy laden structure crealed through regulation. Again th.is article, written
from the local phone companies' perspective, emphasized the history of subsidies
and why subsidies came into c.:xistcncc. It substantiates lhe document by addressing
the Congn.:ssionaJ concerns of the law and why it bas taken so long for the

telecommunications act ro be enacted. How subsi.dics, through toll-rate averaging,
were created lo reduce lh1; cost to the residential conswner and how divestiture
created an opportunity !or bypass carrier companies 10 com e into lhe market before
deregulation. These bypass caniers targeted the lucrative busim:ss market avoiding
the high cost rural and residential areas, creating yet another barrier for the lliCs lo
compete.
ictor J. Toth's article further explores the history of what actions were taken
by rcgulalors lo uphold th~ commitments to the conswner outlined in the

Commw1ications Act of J934. 1n the arttcJc, ''The New Act - roo Many
Questions; Too Few Answers", he explains the regulators' viewpoint to servicing
the conswner. Unlike the previous articles, this comes .from the regulators'
perspective, not lhc providers. II explains how divestiture of AT&T created lhe
concept of cost-based access and competitive toll rates. This did not change what
was to be subsidized, just how the subsidies were to be collected through the
introduction of the Universal Service and Lilt,Jim: Assistance funds. The arlfole
also identified how earners like AT&T were handling service rates lhrough tariffs
and did not have l o deal with subsidies. Il continues by outlining how the FCC
established mandates for universal service but would prefer not to mediate in the
new laws' interpretations. The F

would raU1er have the state kgislarors deal

with those issues. Conclusions for this arlicle were supported by those
as umptions. Toth i a communications attorney with offices located in Reston,
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Virgfoia and Washington D.C.. He specializes in sl:ate and foderal
telccommwiications litigation, as weU as regulatory and legislative matters.
In another arliclc that appeared in Business Communications Review by Victor
J. Toth, "AT&T Reclassified - Bureaucrats Still Dominant", it highlights the carrier

AT&T. This document again goes over .from a regulators' standpoint the effects of
U1e recent change for AT&T from a dominant lo a nondorninanl canier. How this
freed AT&1 · from price cap restrictions and tarifls. Sources for the statistical
information in both of these articles were not identified. Toth has a monthly

column in this magazine.
Th e article ftom Fortune Magazine authort:d by Andrew Kupfer, "They All

Want To Be Your Phone Company: With ompetition Looming, Baby Bells Must

Woo Their wn ustomers'', utilized swvcys by Morgan Stanley and the Yankt;e
roup. These surveys were given

10

residential consumers and local access

provider for their comments, not to business or tong distance caniers. They
identified wbal concerned the LECs about the changes in the teJecommunications
law, as well as represented the issue of the residential consumer. The swveys,

based from the general publics opinion, idenitifcd an image problem exists for

many of the LECs, in comparison lo the long dist,mcc companies.

n stipulated how

inconsistent stale lcgislaLors are in deploying pricing slruct.ures and how govemmenl
subsidies have been further supplemented by internal subsidies based on slate
statutes. Many outside representatives were consulted Lo substantiate the article, as
well as U1e FCC's chief industry analyst, who was quoted in the literaLUre review.
The parent company ol Fortune Magazine is Time Warner, a cable TV compa11y,
that has recently gone into the local telephone;: service market in various locations
within the United States. It shouJ<l also be noted that US West, a local exchange
earner, has a twenty-five percent slake in Time Warner.
Tht;: article "U tah Legislature to Discuss Phone Deregulation">originated from
The Salt Lake Tribune newspaper litled the same a:nd authored by Judy Fahys. It
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Lakes Lhe consumer's side of frustralion with the locaJ exchange carrier. This article
tnUcs about the aggravation lhat the consumer feH at I.heir local provider, in th~.;; case
US West Communications, because of changes due to regulation. It further
explains how Lhc LEC has fought the reguJator on these iHsuci;. This article focuses
only on fourteen states which are covered by US West. In particular it talks about
wha1regulation s were pul into place in Utah and the impact on those consumers.
Limitations of the document include addressing only one region of the country and
onl one LEC, i11 this case US West.
National Rural Electric ooperative ssociation hoJds the rights Lo the article::
lrom Managcmi.;nl Ouarter)y and authored b Amy .Johnston. This document
provide~ a slightly different approach to lhc dcrcgufation issue, as utility companies

can now compete in telccommunicalions. According to ilie economist cited jn the
article, the industry can survive and even succeed in a deregulalcd envi1 onmenl by
following a number of rules. 111c article outlined how MCI lC>ok advantage of the
regulated price structw·e and created a market niche in undercutting AT&T's prices
in the early 1980,. M I accompJish1.:d this as they could sell the AT&T regulated
services al unregulated prices before divestjture. ll is speculated that this same
e.ITect of companies creating a new market niche could occur with the new
legislation. The article's focus is oo niral tu-eas and how the FCC through
subsidation handles this additionaJ cost. Johnston is a scruor management
consultant with the National Rw·al Electric oopcrativc Association. She has eight
ycaJ's of management development and consulting experience in corporate and
1cademic setlings. Her managtaneot experience includes live years in the
tck:wuununications industry as a business systems analysts and department head.

urrentty, Johnston is a human resource specialist in equaJ employment law,
interviewing, emplo cc motivation, performance evaluation, conllict resolution and
problem solving. She is an adjunct assistant professor of management and
organizational b~havior al the University

orMaryland at Universily

'allege.
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Johnston h ol<l8 a bachelor's degree in economics from Saint Mary's College, with a
second major from the U niversity of N olre Dnmc. She ~ med a master's in

business adminis trabon from Loyola University, Chicago, and a mas ter of arts
degree from Lhe Universiry of Chicago.
A solution to the subsidy problem is outlined by Thomas J. Makarewici s

arlicli;, ''Who Stands to Benefit?". In this document the history of regulation is
again addressed from the LE.Cs perspective. T he column brings to life how long

u1slancc carriers are penalized by local access providers to help pay for subsidized
cosls and through this create an inefficient cost allocation system. Consumers are

more sensitive Lo changes in long distance costs versus local access service charges.
'rhe<.: c ine.fficiencic~, per the article, cost in the billions of dollars. Makarewicz is an

area manager of access planning for SB

ommunicalions Inc. in St. Louis,

Missouri. In the article he acknowledges the collaboration and expertise of Terry
Schroepfer who developed some of the results presen ted . Others whose
comments are noted include Darryl Howard, Steve F ursooR, and Margret Starkey.
ll is stipulaLed thal the article does not necessarily represent the opinions, policies,

or business plans of SB Communica11ons Inc., or m1y of its subsidiaries. The
information provided was based on results from Southwestern Bell Telephone
company, only one of seven LECs. Even tho ugh i_hese figures only represent one
of the LE

, the federal mandates ari.; across all sewn companies and adjus ted by

the slate's Public Service

ommissjon. T hese adjustments cause for dispari1Y in

cosl allocal.ion o( Lhc subsidy bcrwceu the various LE s.

T he Federal Communications Commission was interviewed by Financial World
M agazine's James Srodes to insw·e that the governments perspective was known on

lhc deregu lation issue. This article, ''Surprise: Congress G ets It'', .tocuses on that

mtervtew and viewpoint. IL oullincs how the new law contains a forbearance clause
to prevent the FCC from j ust being able lo implement regulation wilhoul .first

<lc0iding that it is clearly necessary T he article ulso idenlifics h ow the U nited
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States government is trying lo open intemationa1 l~lccommunications through talks
at the G1:ncral Agrccm~nt on T ariffs and Trade held by the new World Trade
Organization in Switzerland. That it was anticipated for the deregulation within the
United States market to spread to other intemalional locations.
Roger G. NoU's bulletin, "The Role of Antitrust in Telecommunications",
describes Lhe history of antitrust in the telecommunjcations .industry. It
substantiates the document by references from the Jegisfative history of lhc
Comrnunfoations cl of 19 4, as well as documentation of FCC and other antitrust
rulings. In the article vertical forecloslU.·c and recent applications of this being
practiced are reviewed. Predatory and exclusionary pricing.. along with crossqubsidizations in products, were presented in detail as lo how it has occWTed
throughoul the history of telecommunications. The conclusions drawn stipulate
that competition is superior to a regulated policy, this was based on the information
and cases presented within lhe article. 11 also highUghls how AT&T and other long
distance providers can reduce costs through diversification of product lines and
dispersion pticing schemes. The research for lhe bulletin was supported by the
Markle Foundation. Noll is Professor of Public PoLicy, depa1tmenl of Economics,
Stanford UniversHy.
Bobbi Nodell's article from tltc T,os Angeles Business Journal, "Local. Phone
Monopolies A boul to be Disconnected", discusses California's market and what
regulators are doing in thal l.ocal access arena. I11is article was written three years
before the comrnunica1ions act passc<l and provides insight as to how positioni11g
within the market was already laking place. The article generates chffercnl
pcrspecliws by interviewing personnel from lhe slate Public UtiJities Commission.
T &T, G'ffi and Pacific Telesis. Most of the figures presented throughout the
document were speculative on the basis of predicted change and with lhe
assumption that no other changes would occur to the market. II takes into
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consideration only lhe Los Angeles area, not even lhe entire California market, let
alone the nation.
Financial World Magazine's Pablo Galat7.a provided a breakdown of d1e 1996
Tclecommunfoalioru; Act wiLh predictions of wha1companies wouJd be lhe winners
and the losers. fn the article "Happy Independence Day'', he defers lo several
consulting fums for their expectations of what will occur because of Lhe changes in
the law. The statistic.11 infom1ation n:forcnced in the document came from those

various consultants. Their assumption that derived lhc calculations were not
defined. lt was also noted lhal th e new law stipuJates a fourteen point check lisl for
the Jocal exchange earner to conform wilh before going into the long distance
market. There are no such limitations for lhe long distance companies before lhey
an; ullowc<l lo enter into the local access market. Another advantage Uwl the long
distance playcl's eem to have is wilh brand identity. The hig lhree long distance
companies have a national .image, where as untiJ now 1.he local exchange carriers
could not market outside lhcir specific region of the country. It is suggested in lhe
article lhal the local access providers might be better off selling their services le> I.he
long distance companies at wholesale prices, which should be cheaper for those
companies lhan building a local access network. Conclusions on issues were
hrought oul lhrough a logical progressfon in the arlic]e. The references and
quotations provided support for the hypothesis.
AT&T's strategic plan for entering the local access m arket, due to the recent
changes in the tclecommunicauons law, was outlined in Business Weck Magazine's
article. "Ready, Se~ Devour? AT&T Wanl's to Grab a 1bird of the RegionalCalling Market in a Few Years". Th~ reporter, Catherine Am st, performed
personnel intetviews with members from the Basking Ridge AT&T headquarters.
This column was based on future events and the assumptions drawn for the
conclusions slated in document were not discussed. The article highlighted how lhe
vn.riolil, l E

'pricing structures differed and how they are different from LEC to
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l...EC. This diversity is because of the inconsi.stency of subsidies through

interpretations of both federal and states legislation. AT&T being aware of lhis
inconsistency in the law, began to build their own local access facilities to replace
the LECs local network. All lhe conclusions were based on th~ parries being
interviewed and not necessarily the position of AT&T. Although the article's
position seemed to be subsLaotiated hy a statement from Chajrman Robert E. Allen.
Some bias must be assumed as there were no outside representatives confuming the
statistics.
AT&T was further identified in the Time article, "Jusl lluee Easy Pieces:

Running Against the Trend of American Business, AT&T Announces the Biggest
Corporaw Split-up Ever". In this article, George J. hurch explains why AT&T
might have decided to break off segments of their business. A quote by AT&T's

Chainnan Robert Allen stated that vertical integration, lhe previous philosophy is

no longer the direction for the company. The article utilized this statement to
substantiate the speculation of the split. Stock market slahstics were presented Lo
show the split company's position. The split-up announcement occurred before !he
passage of the Telecommunications Act, which was one o the major assumptions
for lhe split-up having to occur. AT&.T did Lhis nol only because of the United
Stales deregulation hut in anticipation of 0U1er counllies lo soon follow America's
lead.

onclusions were based on predictions of whar would occur in lhe

telecommunications industry in the next fow years.
U.S. New!! & World Report Magazine's article, "How to Make the Right
Investment Call on AT&T", by John SJmom, goes along with the Time article.
They both came out on October 2, 1995, right after Lhe AT&T announcement In

Simon's article he utilized Smith Barney and Merrill Lynch lo provide projections
of the stock after the division. These analysts were not utilized except for those
predictions. A con-espoodi:ng article in this same issue wiitlcn by William J. Cook,
goes over the split-up in more detail. The basis of this article, "D ialing for Dollars:
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AT&T Splits Itself Up in an Effort to Piece Together a Profitable Future", terns

from interviews with various personnel within AT&T and therr reaction to the
decision. It breaks the :uticle inlo segmenrs based on the following: 1. Nimble, 2.
Conflict, 3. Global a11d 4. Exit Strategy. Many ol the statemen ts were suppor ted
by Salom on Brotb<..'fS and Mercer Management Consulting in Boston. Both
articles talked ahout how the three new companies would position themselves with
the changes in the telecommunications law lhal were being suggested. The

con ullants' correspondence presented in lhe document substantiated lhe

conclusions that were drawn.
Hillary Rosner with the publication Brandwock, titled an article, "AT&T's N ew
Esprit de Cor e: AT&T Bases GrowU1 Strategy Beyond Year 2000 on a Single

Principk Rivals an Replicate the Best Technology; They an't Touch the Best

Brand". In Lhis document it is demonstrated how AT&T's identity will bring them
through, wilb limited impact, the changes in lhe telecommunications law!;. The
column is filled with supportiw quotes from vmious marketing and consulting

firms. There were also favorable excerpls from .Tim Speros, AT& T's corpora le
advertising and brand mrmager. Ve1y reputable firms' statistics were utilized, along
wilh m aterial presented by J.D . Power, lo defend the conclwiions that were derived
from that information .
P al B lake's article, "Ten Years After: Telecommunication Since the AT&T

Split", provided hoth the bypass carriers' and long clist:ance companies' m arket

position ten ears afler divestiLw-e. Various perspectives were incorporated into this
document based on interviews with key members from these diverse companies.
T he article was wtillcn as an overview ratlier than as a documentary, o there were
limited statistics presen led. ln the column it highlighted how MCI was a key entily
in gelting lhe government lo brl;!ak up AT&T in 1984. ll goes over how M I

cwTently plans on com peting in the loca1 access marketplace through M C] M etro.
T he documenl fur ther identified how technological advances make it more practical
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lo build a new network U1an trying to upgrade an existing one. This is what the
LE s currently face in having lo overhaul lhi.:ir old cable plant lo liber

technologies.

M

rs pcrspecLivc was r~prescnted in a column by Patrick Flanagan in lhe

magazine Telecommunications. The article, "MCI to Wage $20 Billion 'War'
Against RB

s", oullint:s the depJoymcnt of MCI Metro into the local access

market. Thifl document written in 1994, was two years ahead of the
Telecommunications Deregulation Act. To balance the column both AT&1 and
print provided comments concerning MCl's move. The article bas supportive
quotes from MCI management and Paine Weber's Jack Grubman, a
tclt.!communications analyst for that company Predicted cost avin~ from locaJ
access charges were confirm ed by lb.is outside source. Conclusions were drawn

from che long distance earners viewpoint. All sources represented the long distance

carriers, in particular M 1' perspective.
An article that originated in The Macon Telegraph newspaper appeared in

Knight-Ridd,mTribut1,; Business News in February 1994. The documentary written

by Mike Billips represents Soud1em BeJI Telephones position of what MCI Metro
would do Lo the telecommunications indusuy . Within the article MCI and state
officials are questioned concerning the action of MCl Metro. Umitations of the
document include that this is only one state's perspective, Georgia, and only one of
the LE 's are quoted, Southcm Bell. The impaci of MCI Metro is across the
nation and would involve all seven of the LECs, as well as independen1 access
providers. The column was written prior to the telecommunications act coming
into effect. It is inlplied that MCI Metro would go afler the business consumers,
which are the mo~l lucrative consumers for pro.fits. T he article goes on further to

talk about lhc decision by the Clinton admirustration lo open up new radfo
frequencies to commercial users. These frequencie could be applied by industries
for such things as snlellile radio broadcastin~. Lo11g distance carriers might haw an
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interest in utilizing lhc.!se frequencies also to create networks that could bypass the
lucaJ access carriers. I hesc assumptions were brought oul lhrough lhc material of

the article.
MCI is further analyzed in the documentary by Judy Ward in Financial World.
In this article, "Critics Choice", Ward explains lhe position Otat M CI seems lo b e

laking in compadson with Lhat of AT&T. The column is founded on various
comments from MC] personnel and some outside consultant-.. All statistical

information was provided by M ,J and represents their viewpoint. T he article talks
aboul lbe position lhal MCI is 1aking with the building ofMCl Metro, U1eir merger
with British Telecom, lhc pun.;hase of Nationwide ellular Service and its alliance

with media baron Rupert Mw·doch's News Corporation.

omparisons are made to

the. actions, taken by MCI versus whal AT&T has done.
Microsoft teaming up with MCI was discussed in an article in Telephony by
Chris Bucholtz. This document goes over U1e synergies 1hal the lwo companies will
have in marketing each others products. Even though this is not a mergcr or
acqu.isilion it hows what the new laws in the telecommunications industry will
nive to achieve. Outside consultant Dataquesl and marketing firm International
Data Corporation endorse the move by the two companies. Tiiis article appears
1ighl after the announcement of lhe Telecommunications Deregulation Act.

Supportive commonts come from MCl

EO Bert Rubcrls, who explains the

complements of the combination. Conclusions were derived from the material in
lhe arlict~. which outline the benefits that M Tand :Microsofl both gain in being
exposed to each others consumer base.
fhc merger oI SB
article in P

"'ommunicalions Inc. and Pacific Telesis appeared in an

Week by Erica Schroeder, who describes lhe synergies between these

Lwo companies. This column comes wilh a slighUy different outlook, as trus
magazine has an Information System (JS) author not in the te]ecommunic:1tions
field. It talks about lhe merger of the two companies and what advantages I.he
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tel~commurucations and IS communities will gain. Supportive information was
provided b quot~s from SBC ommunications, Pacific as & EJectric and
Computer Telephone Reseller Association. Sta6stical information also came from
these various sources and was not de.fined within lhe article. This essay was wrinen
after the Telecommunications Deregulation Act of 1996. The analysis and
perspective of U
us docwnent makes refer ences between the two companfos aod the
benefits/limitations to the merger. Conclusions were supported from the material
based on these premises.

In the April 22, 1996, Forbes in an arliclc by Christopher Palmeri, SB and
Pacific Telesis were again compared but for their differences. The article oulJined
how each of these companies was positioned after divestiture with AT&T. 11goes
over how SBC Communications was the runl of the seven LECs, working in the
depressed soulhwesLem United States oil market. SBC om.munications was

higbJighled as a bu!Jy coming through that experience and becoming Lhe strongest
LEC in Lerms of profitability. Analysis was provided by TeleChoice in Verona ,
New Jersey, whicb has done extensive research on the Baby Bells. The article also
referenced to other articles within the same magazine, to substantiate certain points.
The document concluded Uiat even though SBC was the strnngesl LEC in return
oo equjty, thjs would be weakened in the corning ye:u-s by laking on Paci.fie

Tdcs.is.
Questions are further raised in the America's Network article, "Doubts Linger
Over SB /PacTel Pairing". Patty Wetli interviews vanous con ulmnts to gather
insight as Lo what Ute acquisition really means for the two companies. One of 1hesc

interviews was wid1 Dave Otto, now a tclecom analyst with Edward Jones, having
recently left a position as manager of SB

ommunications' debt portfo)io. The

article goes over why strategically this might make sense for intem aiionaJ growth
and how it will incorporate PacTcl's advances in digital technology across the SOC
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network. There were many dilierent cons ulrants' views represented lhroughouL the
document identifying boU1 positives und .negatives of lhe consolidation.

Warren 'ohen with U.S. News & World Report learns up with a coupk of

other journalists to write an article about EO Ray Smith of Dell Atlantic. The
documentary ouUines the accomplishments of this CEO. who with lhe merger ol
Bell ALlanr.ic and NYNEX will have a tclecommunicatfons giant from Maine to

Virginia. 1n the article it highlights Smith's progression through Bell Atlantic. The
interview was utilized to substantiate critical points and supported con clusions
staled throughout the lexl. Another article by Cohen and Robin Knight explain the
first LE , merge1 since divcsliturc between SB C Corrunwtications and Pacific
Telesis. ln this particular feature, key indus try players were considered in (be
overall positioning of the players in the market Thu; includes AT&T's splitting into
three companie and speculation as to whal the other five LECs will be doing now

lhal lhe tele'-onununications act has passed. Statistical infonnation was quoted, but
the sources were n ot identified. Both ol these arllcles make reforen ce lo the threat

that AT&T now faces from these fomtldable competitors. That both of these
mergers created a viable competitor that did not exist before the
telecomrnunicaticms act Cohen provides statistics of the seven LE s and their
s trengths and weaknesses. Conclusions to the articles were supported by references
throughout the text.
An article that originated in the Daily Press, of Nc.:wpo,i News, V irginia goes

over the merger of Bell Atlantic with NYNEX from the consumer and worker
perspective. The article appearing in Knight-Ridderffribune Busi11ess News on

Ap.,il 23, 1996, documented interviews from various sources in the stale of

Virginia. LI is tuU of supportive quotes from Bell Atlantic, the Virginia Citizens
Consumer ounciL Consumer Federation of America, and the Consumers U n.ion

in Washington D.C. Llmilations 10 lhis article arc that it only emphasized the
workers in R.1mpton Roads and the S tate of V irginia. The articles' focus was on
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tho impact lo the workct and how it would affect thi::: i;ta tc. Thifl article was titled,

"Bell AUantic-NYNEX Merger Unlikely to Aftecl Virginia Jobs", and authored by
Ken Baker.
Prior to the merger of Bell Atlantic and NYNEX, Bell Atlantic made a
substantiru investment in Cellular Vision, a CATV company. In the article, "Bell
Atlantic Makes Move lnro ..,A'I V", by harles F. Mason, it goes over the strategy
of Bell Atlantic to penetrate the New York ' ity ' ATV market. Thi article corne.c:;
Lhree ears before the telecommunicalio11s act gets approval through the

government, as well as the merger between these two companies. The document
takes the position of both Bell Atlantic and CellularVision. The oT.Lly quote in the
column comes from Brian Oliver, president of business development al Bell
Atlantic Enterprises International.
In the article by Daniel Patrick O'Tierncy, ''Rewiring Telecommunkations", be

goes over the advances in technology and th~ economic impact assumed based on
U1c changes in the telecommunications law. The article was written as die

tcl~ommunications acLwas being passed in Congress and before being presented
to the president for s.igm1ture. O'Tiemey is an Anchorage attorney, on consul lo

P ra.dell & As ocfates and fonner Commissioner of the Alaska Public Utilities

Commission. AJthough the iss-ue was written to direct the national implications of
Lbc bill1 it presents specific examples based on AJaskan Jegislation and the irnpacl to
businesses in that state. Conclusions were based on specuJation lhal the new PCS
technology and changes in the Jaw will stimulate more innovation in

telecommunications.
Eric Smalley and Kimberly Patch outline for PC Week how the infonnation
superhighway will require broadb:md networks. In the article, "Long-Distance
G iants Jockey for NII Stake", inttlrviews were obtained for all Lhree of the major

long-distance companies. It further utilized outside consultants to substantiate what
the carriers were claiming. The article identified the tong-distance earners'
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perspectives and docs not represent all telecommunications viewpoints. It
highlighted what the Lhrcc carriers were doing both publicly and behind closed
doors Lo position themselves for the changes in 1hc law. Conclusions were based

on the consullants quotaLfons and summruy of the Lext.
Sprint's position was further outlined in an article in Tele phony titled, " Sptinl
Ventures Into Parlncrship with Cable Company Trio". The document goes over

the position of Sp1inl getting into the local exchange and wireless market_,; thrOl

1

I.hi pannership. R ef e re nces were made lo previous articles within lhe magazine, as
well as having interviews with key members 111volved with the agreem ent M.arket

interpre;:lation was provided by outside corn,'Ultants, w hose view of the combination
highlighted the impact to the competition and consumers. Conclusions for this
column were supported by these various quotes provided in the LexL. The author of

lhi article is Paula Dernier.
Another article Lal.king about the partnership between Sprint~ TeleCommunications Inc. (TCI), Tcleport, Com sal and Cox Enterprises was in

lnterAccive Week. ln this column. Tom Steinert-Threlkeld, wkes m ore of TCI's
perspective to Ute pru.tnership. It goes over the services that the combined
compames would ex1.eod to the consumer . Most of the statistics were provided by
TCI. It does havt: comments from a couple of consultants outlining the cable
companies' perspective. ll staled that the cable companies pass ro ughly one-third of

the nations ninely-five million households. Th e article concludes by summarizing

the bene.fils of Ute joint merger and what il would bring to lhe consumer.
To represent the local exchange aspccl lo the partncrsrup involving Sprint

and Tclcporl, Jennifer Reigold in Financial World goes over the implications of
that partnership. WiUun lhe article many references were made to outside

C<Jnsultants

(0 1

info1mation. ll inte1viewed the carrier company AT&T for

comments, as well aJ.l provided interviews with Merrill Lynch's representatives
com.:eming the activity. McniU Lynch founded Telepo11 in 1983.

ther source
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reforences came from Bear Steams, a financial management fum in New York, and
the Yankee Group, a marketing r~carch firm.
Satcllilc tckvision is being utilized by AT& T and MCI lo enter into the local

access marketplace. In U1e article "Telecom Giants In Sat TV", C. Thomas
VieJteux and Jim Ostofl go over how these two powerful Lelecommunications
carriers have purchast:d into the small-dish satdlite systems. This article appeared
in HFN The Weeki

ewsletter for the Ho e Fumishin Ne

ork and the text was

held by apilol Cities Media lnc.. The document outlined the opinion of the
television industry lo the changes in the telecommunications Jaw. II also supported
distiibutors of the salellile system, through providing quotations and information
pertinent 10 them. The column went over how the addition of the MCI and AT&T
names to the Satellile LeJeVJsion rndustry would impact lhl',) sale of these systems.
In a related article in America's e

o k. Gary Kim compares direcl broadcast

1,alellik broau asl lo fiber optic transmission. This article highlights the cost
comparison of what the local exchange carrien: foce in upgrading their outsjd1.:
lransrnission plant to fiber optics and how the long wstancc carriers are laking

advantage of satellite carrier systems to Lhe home. The document is full of statistics
provided from the satellite and cable carriers on lhe cost of Lhesc systems. ll
provides a perspective from the long distance carriers why they might choose
satellilc versus waiting on t11e existing locaJ cable plan to be upgraded to fiber

optics. Asswnptions of expense and pr~jections for growth were presented in a
logical sequence. The conclusions prcsenled al the end of Lhc docurmmt were
supported by the details presented in the text.

Chaptor N

RES

TS

The informal.Jon presented in chapter three has been divillcd and 1,lass1h~I into
lwo main categories for review. l'hc first group idc,mtifies documents \Vrillcn in
puhhu1tions specializing in the tclcc.ommunicahons imlu.c;try. 'Il1ese an: trade
magazine:, ut journals that prim.11ily lo11ow this bwiim:.ss segment. Examples of
these publical1011s mclu<lc, l'elccommumc;1t1011s and Busmes.<1 l ommumcaticms .
'\rt1clcs published on a nauonal or 11,;gionaJ basu., that are not normally asso1,iJtcd
w1lh the tt:le1,ommumcations industry. were classified in the second category.
rhcst- inclutlul publicallom, like Business Week magazine, rortunc magazrnt-, and
othc~. From the. lhirtv-six articles prc~cnh:<l, lwcnty-sc\tcn were lrom publications
outc.idc the indusll}, while nine souru,:, wen. connected with telecommunications.
·11w, is prcst.nlt.d in the pie chart, Figure J, below.

F igu1e 1
Teleoo mmunlc111lon9 Article,

~

elecom 125 0%

I

Non - Telecom (76 0'1)

As indicated from llus chm1, the majority of th · infonnation. or ~cvcnty-fivc
percent, came lrom publicatiom, nol speciali/2ng m tdccommumcaltons C>nl
twenty-five pc, ccnl ot the articles 1cvtewe<l wc1e tra<lt. Jocumenls n.:wtc:<l to thj~
field.
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The articles' 1.ontcnls were then reviewed to i<lcnlil_\ what pcrspc~LNes w1.;re
being represented by ~ach dovumenl. This was dete1mmccJ through bias in the
authors' background. the publications' a:-;sodation to a busim:ss or speci.ility group,
or the contents only relet encing to one side of an issue. These pcrspectivcs wen.-:
accumulated and hroken into five major groupings lor study. The divisions are: 1.
Local Exchange Carrier, or I .EC. 2. Government Regulators. both state and

federal. 3. Consumers. husiness and residential 4. Long Distance Carriers, or

fX<. "s. and 5. Other.
An "other" classification was obtained if multiple perspectives were presented in
the document or if the article did not eas.ily identify a particular point of view. '!be
articles were classified Wlder the five areas based on how Ute document positioned
itself through references within the article. If the article spoke about a particular
company or segment in th mdustiy, or u th1., substantiating quotes were
referencing only a particular company or mleresL, this is how the arucles' point of
view was detctmined. An example.. would bt: from lht; article by Rob1.,rt T.
Anderson. ''LEC' Pricing for Basic Telephone Service: Why Rates Are So Low·•.
This article was New York Telephone's response for a previous article that was
critical of the company. This docwnenl was then classified as from the LEC
perspective, considering it was onJy New York Telephone's view poh1t being

represented. Based from 1hese classifications, chapter threes' articles are provided
in the bar graph, Figure 2, bolow.
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As indicated in lhiJ.. fif!,ure, lh~ majority of the articles portrayed th~ local exchange
(LFC) 01 long distance (L'{C) earners' pe1sp~tives. These two categories

combtnc.;d a1:.1.,ounted for almost sbi:ty-four percent of the articles' point of view.
fhe local exchange earners' goals were represented abou1 1wenty-eight percent of
the lime with long, distance companies represented in thirty-six percent of the
docuinenl~. f hc consumers' position was the next largest interest with eleven

percent of the articles making reference to this attitude. And the regulators'
perspective earned cigh1perccn1 oI the viewpoint from articles outlined in chapter
Uuee.
Tl is imporwn1 Lo note Lhal the "other" category '-anied almost seventeen percent
of the article!>. Some of these perspectives were from new competitors to ihe

tclci.,ommunk.arions industry, the utility and cable Lclcvi11ion compauiet>, and their
id\;as relating lo the TclcC<.>mmumcatiuns Act ol 1996. 'lnis percentage also
repre!ienled Lhe existing competitors' perspective, which a.re the companies that
bypass the local exchanQe companies nnd lhe independent carriers org.miz.ations,
the largest ot these

is

U 11~.

Another aspect that was identified from the infonna tfon presented in chapter
three pertained to if the documenl deall with regional or national implications.
There were two ways that lhis was derived. First, if the publication did or did not
have national circulation. What this related to was how vast of a coverage the
publication c:irricd. National publications covered articles on a national basis
pertaining Lo the general population. Regional publications are more likely lo
identi(y with a local area and specific region. •\n example is lhc artick by 13obbi
Nodell in the Los Angeles Business Joumal T his publtcarions' emphasis was in 1he
Los Angeles region and earned important inimmauon applic.ablc lo this pat ticular
demographic. Because o1 1J1is lhe aruclc was 1.!lasst.fied as having to deal with
regional implication.
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1he.. second item p~rlaincd to the contents of the paper. 1fthe document only
spccilfod .i particular serving area or was a local (..Ornpany, ii was classified as
regional. It is important to note U1at some of the articles originated in local
newspapers and wc,c pi,kcd up by Knighl-lli<lcnTiibutc Uusmcss News and
broadcast nationaJly. An ~xample of thi-. is the.. cu-lldc b) Judy I•ahys, ''lJtah
legislation to D1scuss Phone De1 cgulation''. This article origin aled in The Salt
Lake Tribune ncwspap..:r. As noted h} this document the publishc1 services

national coverage, yet the article was for a specific region and was categorized
based on the content.

·r he above c.ntena est.ihlishcd lhe reasoning for the two sets of categories for
classification. The rc~ults or this position arc noted in Figure 3 below

Figure 3
Coverag"'

Regional (361%)
National (63.9%)

As indicated bv this graph, almost two-third~ ot tl1e informa1ion pertained to

national issuc.:s. This is important to note, thal even though the
Telticornmurucauons At..l of l 996 was a natimwl law, stale h.:gudators could
influence the law bv i<lcntilying spi::cific rt.:ttuinmu.:nls to h1;; met b~fcm:. being

implemented in their states.
Anoth.e r result from the inlormation presented in chaplet three highlights the
focus of the articles Focus being defined here as lhe center activity or main topic

presented in the art1cle Tht: :irtfolc..-s wen: analyzed !or activities the companies

were performing in the tclecon1municatioos mdustry. both hefore and aJlcr the
1996 Telecommunications Act. lo po~ilion thomsclvcs for competition. l ·rom lhcs~

results six categon es were identified outlinmg, these positions. lncsc g1onpings are:
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1.) Mctgcrs

ancVor Joint Ventures, 2.) AT&T, 3.) Pricing or Cost, 4.) Local

Access, 5.) I aw, and 6.) Othc1. This is rcprcsenlcd in the graph, Figure 4,
below.
Figure 4
F-ocus
Other A5.6%)
Law (13.91/o)
Merger/Joint Venture (33.3%)
Local Access (16 7%)
Pricing/Cost ( 16 7%)

AT&T(13 9%)

Mergers ancV01 joint v'-nturcs were artides that presented the ompanics ~

becoming more cornpeHtivc because of that activi1y. This wa._ lhc largest catc.gory
wiLh ovc1 thirty-three percent. There were Lhrce main types of ac-thities W1J.:1 tlm,
clm;s1ficahon. 1 he first hcmg acLuaJ mc.;rgc.;rs between companies an example heing
the combi.nallon o1 SBC Communic..alions and Pacific Tcksis, coming together

undc1 one name Second. joint ventures were agreements hetween two or more
parties to extend or create new product lim:s o1 companies, an cxampt~ of this is

M1crnsott and Ml I utilizmA each olhers1 consumers to market the other" product
lm~s An<l fo1.ill~, Joint ventures lhal integrated networks and products together to

enhance cXJ.Stmg products, an example mcludc.s Tclcpor½ Sp1int_ T 'I and Cox
cable 1.,ompan.ici. joint venture Lo provide long <libtam,c, 10'-aJ a~c"ss and cable

tdcvision all under one name and bill.
Another group includes,

T&1 rating a separate category as 11 haJ a1li1.,lci.

011

how 11 broke llus huge conglomerate mlo three <hstinct smaller companic!>. how

allc.:1 year!> Lhc c.umpam rec1..ived non•<luminanl l.,mfor stalus, and why it gol into a
101nt venture with a s.itcllilc access companv for local access into lhc home. All
lhcs1., acti\,iucs were in prc.;paratiou to th~ ~oming \\>a\11.. of compdilmn in the
m<lustry due lo p1.,ndmg lc;gislmion. Some oJ this activity occurred before the
Telecommunications Acl of 1996 and othc11, after ii was announced. AT&T
covcrcJ ahno1;I fourteen percent o1 the nrtfoles' l ocus.

7 !.

The pricing or cost category dealt mainly \.\ilh th"' issues of :-;ubsidics and how
ll1e local exchange carriers will handle 1hcsc addilional CO"-fs. The arliclcs explained
how subsidies cam1. into existence and pro id~d suggestions on ho\\ this i.hould l>1.

handled under the new law. Most of the burd<..,"Jl with the cum..-nt subsidy system
!alls mto the local acces market and although the long distance canicrs have to pay
for these costs, it is mandated that cost of local access he maintamcd to support

"Uruvcn.JI Sen.foe" to all consum1;rs. 'Ibis left the local exchange companies Mlh
having to figun.· out how to rnainwin tb1; chargill>. Thb topfo covered almost
scv4.;ntccn percent of the articles' focus.
Local access represented another seventeen percent with articles concerning the
independent companies and MCI r,..,ietros' cnLTet; into the local access market pla<..,c.
Incsc documentc;; outlined how lhe long distance and independent carriers were
utilizing the changes in the telecommunications law to open new markets of

business. The articles idcuttlicd opportunity for these companies to move into
othc,;r areas ol tekcommunications once restricted. Along that same line another
category. i<lentificd as the 11law". dea)I Wtth how the Telecommunications A~t of
1996 was to be 1mplemcnt~d. I his covered about l ourteen perc nl of the article!)'

tocus. 11 specified the requirement'! that were to be placed on t ntrants to the locaJ
access

01

long distance markerplace, and tune lines that were required for entry into

dthe1 ol llicsc markets.

Finallv the la!ll rrrouping dealt with two artic.les that did not easily lit into any of
these olhcr classi:~. On\; u1 the artidt:s addtcssed the irustrallon with the local
exchange earner l l S. We~1 and it,;; dctcrioratin 'lervice levelB. The second

document concerned antitrnst in the tclccommurncalions industry history and how
this could repeal with the changt:s in the laws. This identified the events that

occurred with the previous changes in th1. laws and what activities took place,;
immediately after their implemcnlntion. Both of these articles accounted for fiw
point six percent or the locus and were class,tied under the "other" category
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The fmal result Wah an evaluation oJ lhe articles and who was represented.
There were articles that repr1.,sent~d views from all 1hree o1 the major long clisLanct:
players AT&T, MCI and Sprint. Six of the seven fl;gfonal bell operating
companies were covered with onlv Amentech not having an a11icle evaluated. The
largest mdependc.ml carrier, GTF, was identified in the evaJuat,on o1 material. I hts
was lhc only independent 1hat rated cons1derat10n m the evaJuated material Manv
of the smaller independents views wen, nol covered. One bypass company.
l'eleport, was evalualcd in this procc.c;s, making lhe evaluation spread acro1:c; all the
cun-enl competitors in lhe 1elecommunications industry. New competition to the
industry was aJso covered wilh articles on the utilities companies and cable
television sectors.
\nolher competitor lo the local access market was the introduction of satellite

tclc.:V1s1on. r hese same satellih.: dishes replace the previous version that was larger
an<l analog based. J'hcsc small digital antenno serve.: competinon

10

both the local

access telephone and cable lel1Ms.ion industries. Both AT&T and MCI have
purchased anwaves and h:1vc invested in this technology. This perspective was
covered in the <.:valuation.

ChapterV
DISCUSSION

Summarv
s indicated from lhe resuJls presented in 1.,haptcr four. scwnty-liw p~rc1.,nl of
the researchers' articles were derived ti-om publications not assocfaled or aJliliated

with the lelccommunicalions industry. 'I hcsc documents highlighted th.31 both the
telccommunicaiion indusuy and other enterprises have an interest with the passage
ot lhe 1 e1ecommunicalJ ms Act o l 1996. fhc. provided speculation. as well as

fact, as to the impact that the new law will have on the American public and
business. As i.tatcd in thcsl. documcnll,t this new enactment would change U1e

competitive nature within telecommunications. Due to this legislation existing
processes and procedures withm tclccommun1cat1ons, arc bcmg questioned by
mernbcn. both insiJe and outside of this industry. The attention that has been
stimulated from tl1ese initiatives haH enticed Lhe fascination of botl1 bw;mesi, anti
residential consumers nationwide. TI1ese p,uties are curious as to the impact lhat it
will have on them as the users oJ this technology. The enchantment ol Ute
American people, with Lhe developments being gencrah.:d llu-ough this act, has been
substantiated from the ownher of puhlishcrs writing foature articles. as welJ as the
overall total number o1 arllcles bcing generated, pertaining to this topic. Th.ts
lascinauon

al

Lhc; saml. Ume justifies the large number of articles bdng published

and lhc remmn lhal non-telecommunications magazines have been covering this
iss11c.
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